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ABSTRACT 
The increasing world demand for oil has pushed oil companies to extract it from the 
ocean at extreme depths.  With the increase in depth comes an increase in operation 
costs, especially the deep-sea equipment changeover cost.  To be able to push the oil to 
the ocean surface, Electrical Submersible Pumps (ESPs) are commonly used as artificial 
lift.  The changeover cost of these pumps in deep-water has been estimated to sometimes 
be as much as forty times the cost of a new pump. 
One common reason for the failure of ESPs is the erosion and abrasion created by the 
fine sands that seep through the gravel pack mesh in the well hole.  These fine sand 
particles are most destructive to the bearings and bushings due to their capability to enter 
the clearances lubricated by the pumped fluid.  Over time, the sustained abrasion and 
erosion in the different components of the ESP will affect the performance of the pump 
and could lead to its damage. 
This work describes the design, construction and evaluation of an erosion test rig built at 
the facilities of the Turbomachinery Laboratory in Texas A&M University.  The test rig 
is capable of introducing 100 mesh (6 mil) sand into the flow loop, measure its 
concentration and separate it at the exit with minimal water loss. 
??????????????? ?????? ??? ??????????????? ???????????????? ?The performance of the 
pump is described by measuring the head, flow rate, power and efficiency.  The pump is 
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equipped with accelerometers to detect the casing vibration as well as proximity probes 
in five locations along the pump to detect the internal vibrations of the shaft near the 
bearings as well as impeller radial movement.  The baseline data, to be used for 
comparison with the worn out pump, has been shown and recommendations for the 
study method and operation of the rig are given. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
?   Pump efficiency 
?? ?  Mass flow rate of slurry in CFM 
?? ? Mass flow rate of sand in the CFM 
?????  Differential pressure in OFM 
BHP Brake horsepower 
BPD Barrels per day 
CFM Coriolis flow meter 
DHF Down hole failure 
ESP Electrical submersible pumps 
FHP Fluid horsepower 
H-Q Head to flow rate curve 
NPSHR Net positive suction head required 
OFM Orifice flow meter 
P Pressure  
P&ID Piping and instrumentation diagram 
PID Proportial,-Integral-Derivative controller 
Q Flow rate 
QFP Volume flow rate of feed pump 
RPM Rotational speed in revolutions per minute 
T Torque 
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VFD Variable frequency drive 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the past few decades, as technology has improved, oil companies have expanded 
their offshore drilling areas to depths previously thought impossible.  But, as the distance 
from the oil rig ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
cost of production, including installation and maintenance of down-hole equipment.   
A very significant part of these costs is not in the unique but commonly used pumps, 
known as Electric Submersible Pumps (ESPs) used as artificial lift where the installation 
and removal of these pumps is sometimes more than a mile deep, but in the changeover 
itself.  For this reason, more emphasis has been placed on extending the useful lives of 
these pumps. 
Electric Submersible Pumps are centrifugal pumps with a hermetically protected motor 
that is close ???????? ??? ???? ??????? ?????  To avoid cavitation and multiple other 
problems that arise when trying to lift the working fluid to the surface, the ESP and all 
its components (including the motor) are submerged in and cooled by the working fluid 
being pumped; pushing the fluid instead of pulling it from the surface.   
In order to generate the pressure required to elevate the fluid the amount necessary while 
overcoming losses, the ESP is comprised of multiple stages; each stage consists of an 
impeller stacked under a diffuser.  The impeller (rotor) is keyed to the shaft and 
therefore rotates with it, imparting the torque energy from the shaft into the liquid as 
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kinetic energy, which is then transformed into pressure energy by the diffusers.  The 
diffusers are fixed in place (stators) and slow down the velocity of the fluid, turning the 
kinetic energy into pressure rise.  The process is then repeated on each subsequent stage. 
Theoretically, ESPs can generate any needed pressure if enough stages are put together, 
coupled to a big enough motor.  Common ESPs can have anywhere from tens to 
hundreds of stages.   Due to limited lateral space inside the well hole, motors have to be 
small in diameter but very long.  To achieve the required length and horsepower, 
sometimes up to three motors, of up to 30 feet each, are stacked one on top of the other, 
linked together with special mechanical couplings [1].   
The top motor is attached to the protector (also known as mechanical seals).  The 
protector is what prevents the well fluids from entering the motor coils and 
contaminating the oil and/or damaging the motor.   
Coupled in a similar way as the other accessories, is the pump on top of the protector.  
As with the motor, individual pumps are limited in length and multiple pumps may be 
coupled together for proper assembly and ease of handling.  Individual pumps can range 
from 20-25 feet.   A diagram of a conventional ESP installation can be found in Figure 
1.1. 
Two types of submersible pumps are commonly used: fixed impeller (also called 
compression) and floating impeller pumps.  The impellers in fixed impeller pumps are 
fixed axially to the shaft, which supports the entire axial load; this load is transferred to 
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the thrust bearings in the protector.  In floating impeller pumps, the impellers are free to 
move up and down the shaft.  In these pumps, the axial loads from the impellers are 
supported by the up and down thrust bearings, allowing for smaller thrust bearings to be 
used in the protector.   
There are also two types of impellers used in ESPs:  radial flow and mixed flow 
impellers.   Radial flow impellers are typically used for lighter applications where the 
flow is less than 3,000 bpd and mixed flow impellers are used on larger capacity pumps 
(up to 40,000 bpd). 
The inherent problem created by the placement of ESPs in subsea wells, besides the 
impracticality and difficulty of periodic maintenance, is the high cost of installation and 
removal of the pump.  The cost of removing and installing a faulty pump could be, 
depending on the depth, up to forty times the cost of a new pump.  For this reason, more 
emphasis is now being placed on research to extend the useful life of the pump to at least 
five years, and to locate, predict and mitigate any and all causes of pump failure.   
One possible cause of submersible pump failure, depending on the nature of the oil 
bearing strata, is the damage incurred to the bearings, shaft and other components due to 
the presence of fine sand in the fluid.  The sand present in the fluid originates either from 
the well itself or from the hydraulic fracturing of the well and thus its type, size and 
concentration will vary from well to well.   Most wells have some type of sand control, 
usually gravel pack covered with a mesh.  This will filter out the coarser gravel, but finer 
sands will seep through the mesh.  The fine sand can pass through the product-lubricated 
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bearings and small clearances inside the pump, creating erosion problems, which in turn 
could lead to wear, vibration and possible pump failure.  
 
Figure 1.1 Conventional ESP installation.  (Takacs 2009) 
This thesis will describe the experimental facility designed and constructed to study the 
effects of these fine sands on ESPs.  The initial investigation will consist of running 100 
mesh (6 mil) sand through the pump in a controlled laboratory environment in order to 
determine the root cause failure modes of the pump and propose design improvements 
and/or recommend operation modes to minimize or avoid these failures.  This work will 
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describe in detail the experimental design and construction of the test loop, procedures to 
be used in the experiments, baseline tests, and provide important information and 
recommendations to be used during testing.   
A custom-made for laboratory environment, fixed impeller and mixed flow electrical 
submersible pump will be used for this study (referred from now on as ESP).  For space 
constraint issues and unavailability of a well in the laboratory, only three stages of the 
pump will be tested and, since standard ESP motors are designed to be inserted inside 
the well, a regular 250 HP induction motor will be used instead.  The three stages of the 
pump are installed inside a special casing built for the sole purpose of laboratory 
experiment; the ESP is shown in Figure 1.2.  A thorough description of the experimental 
setup can be found in Section 3. The ESP ?????????????????????????? ????????????????
flow pump, manufactured and provided by Shell and Baker-Hughes. 
The ESP will be disassembled and studied periodically and whenever a performance 
loss, change in vibration patterns or abnormal operation in the pump is detected.  The 
pump will be disassembled on site, using the facilities at the Turbomachinery Laboratory 
of Texas A&M University. During disassembly, all components of the pumps will be 
measured and/or weighed and logged.  This data will be used to quantify material loss 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
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Figure 1.2  Cross-section and Bill of Materials of ESP under study. 
The sand to be used in the experiment is rated as ??????????frac? sand used to mimic 
the fine sand that seeps through the sand control screens and gravel installed in wells.  
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Sand that is used for hydraulic fracturing is commonly referred in the industry as frac 
sand.  The frac sand is usually screened to a desired mesh, and is used in the oilfields to 
keep fractures in the rock open. The sand will be analyzed, before and after use, in the 
laboratory using sieves to determine its size distribution and microscope images to 
determine its shape. 
Some of the questions hoped to be cleared in the future by the experiment described: 
? How much do clearances grow for a given amount of sand (or run time)? 
? Is there a point where clearances stop growing? 
? What are the effects of the increased clearances on the rotor-dynamics of the 
pump? 
? What are the effects of the increased clearances on the performance of the 
pump? 
? What operating conditions accelerate the wear on the pump? 
? What type of sand is most damaging to the pump? 
Due to the length of the experiment, the scope of this work only includes the design, 
construction and guidelines of operation of the experiment.  Besides serving as a 
handbook for running the experiment, the paper will post questions that need to be 
answered and provide the data necessary for comparison upon completion of the 
experiment. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Electrical Submersible Pumps 
Typically, in their early stages, oil wells flow naturally to the surface propelled by 
pressure at the well bore; ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
the well is not enough to lift the liquid to the surface, the well is considered to be 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????dying wells or increase the production 
rate of flowing wells.  Artificial lift methods include: ESPs, beam pumps, jet pumps and 
gas lifting (injecting compressed gas down hole).  Electrical Submersible Pumps are one 
of the most commonly used artificial lift methods, a thorough review of ESPs, their 
history, d??????? ?????????? ???????????????? ???? ??? ?????? ????????????????? ?????The 
Electrical Submersible Pump Manual [1].   
Some advantages of the ESP include [1]: 
? Capable of achieving high volume flow rates (over 30,000 barrels per day (bpd) 
from 1,000 feet). 
? Energy efficiency (over 50% on high flow rate pumps). 
? Well suited for offshore environments due to their small footprint and capability 
of being submerged. 
? Well suited for urban areas due to their small footprint. 
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An ESP in its simplest form consists of two components:  the rotor (impeller) and the 
stator (diffuser).   Each pair of these components is known as a stage, shown in Figure 
2.1.  The ESP is comprised of multiple stages stacked on top of each other. 
The impeller (Figure 2.2) consists of a set of vanes driven by a prime mover (motor) that 
impart kinetic energy to the fluid.  The torque imparted by the motor is converted to 
kinetic energy by the vanes in the impeller, accelerating the fluid.   The high velocity 
liquid is then slowed down and converted into pressure energy in the diffuser (Figure 
2.3), where the liquid enters the next stage and repeats the process [1].   
Since kinetic energy is proportional to the term ???? (density times velocity squared), a 
centrifugal pump at a constant speed transfers different amounts of energy to liquids of 
different density.  The pressure rise on the liquid is directly proportional to the density of 
the fluid and, all else equal, the pressure increase imparted by a centrifugal pump 
divided by the liquid density is constant for all fluids.  For this reason, when dealing 
with centrifugal pumps the pressure rise in the pump is given in terms of length (i.e. 
meters or feet) [1]. 
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Figure 2.1 Common ESP mixed flow pump stage, consisting of an impeller and a 
diffuser, direction of flow is upward. (Divine et al. 1993) 
 
Figure 2.2 Nomenclature of impeller parts, direction of flow is upward. (Takacs 2009) 
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Figure 2.3 Nomenclature of diffuser parts, direction of flow is upward.  (Takacs 2009). 
In order to properly compare different designs of centrifugal pumps, the specific speed 
term has to be introduced.  Specific speed, ??, is defined as the rotational speed required 
to produce a liquid rate of one gallon per minute against one foot of head [1].  The 
formula for specific speed is:   
?? ?
???
????  
2.1 
N is the pump speed in RPM, Q is the pumping rate in gpm and H is the head (pressure 
rise) per stage in feet.  All parameters have to be taken at best efficiency point (BEP). 
Common centrifugal pumps can be classified according to their flow direction:  radial, 
axial and mixed flow pumps.  In ESPs however only radial (Figure 2.4) or mixed flow 
(Figure 2.5) pumps are used.  Radial flow pumps are used for low flow rates (under 
3,000 bpd) and they work by transferring all their kinetic energy into centrifugal force 
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before converting into head.  Mixed flow pumps will develop their head by converting 
the centrifugal force and by the lifting action of the impeller [1]. 
 
Figure 2.4 Cross section of a radial flow ESP. (Powers 1987) 
 
Figure 2.5 Cross section of a mixed flow ESP.  (Powers 1987) 
Developed in the ???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ????????????
since then.  Of these changes, one of the most significant was the development, in the 
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?????? ???????? ??? ?? ??????????? protector that kept well fluids out of the motor, 
substantially increasing pump life.   
Another breakthrough in ESP technology was the introduction of Variable Frequency 
Drives (VFDs), also known as Variable Speed Drives, in 1977 [1].  The VFD is a device 
capable of changing the electric frequency of an alternate current in order to control the 
??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
that a single pump would be capable of operating under a wider range of well conditions, 
saving the work-over cost previously required to change the pump once the condition of 
the well changed.  Apart from the benefits of using a VFD to control ESPs, they do 
present certain challenges.  The running of the pump outside its design operating ranges 
leads to extra wear on the pump due to abnormal thrust and/or vibrations.  
Powers [2] studied the effects of the speed variation on the ESPs, focusing mainly on the 
relationship between pump thrust and its useful life.  A pump that has been running 
normally for years can wear out in a few days when operated under hostile thrust 
conditions [2] .  Thrust is the sum of the axial forces on the pump.  These can be 
classified into two categories: dynamic and static.  Static forces include the buoyancy 
weight of the impeller and shaft. Figure 2.6 demonstrates the dynamic forces, which 
include: forces due to the pressure gradient between the inlet and exit of the impeller 
(always downward), the net inertial force from the change of direction of the fluid in the 
pump stage (upward) and the axial pressure due to the discharge pressure of the pump 
acting downwards on the shaft. 
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Figure 2.6 Distribution of axial forces (thrust) in mixed flow impeller. (Takacs 2009). 
Due to the high costs of installation and removal of an ESP pump working in deep-sea 
wells, some petroleum companies, as Upchurch [3] mentions, have applied very strict 
?????????? ???? ?????? ??????? ? ?????? ?????????? ???????? ??????????????? ???????? ??? ??????
pump delivered and requiring the installation of only new pumps and equipment in 
subsea wells. 
In his paper, Upchurch [3] attempts to find a correlation between the type of ESP failure 
and the inherent condition of each reservoir encountered in the East Wilmington field of 
California.  This reservoir is divided into three major producing zones, the descriptions 
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of which provide an example of the variety between different types of wells within an oil 
field: 
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???? ????????????? ? ????? ???????????????????????-oil ratio also makes it 
the easiest zone to produce but the presence of fine sands results in erosion of the 
pump. 
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
does the temperature and gas-oil ratio, making the extraction of oil more 
challenging.   
? The Union-Pacific-?????????? ??? ???????????? ??????? ?????????? ???? ??????????????
the highest fluid temperature as well as gas-oil ratio.  This combination is the 
harshest for the ESP, mainly because of the limited cooling provided by the 
working fluid. 
Upchurch  [3] also identifies five common down-hole failures (DHF) encountered in 
these zones:  cable, pothead, pump, motor and protector.  He also notes that after any 
other type of failure, the cable also failed (i.e. a motor failure would also create a cable 
failure); therefore, a cable failure is only considered a failure in which the cable failed 
when everything else was in operable condition.  A pothead or protector failure would 
cause the well fluids to enter the motor, causing motor failures; repeated startup attempts 
will also cause cable failure.  A pump failure could consist of the stages seizing or 
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plugging with foreign materials, including sands, this seizing would in turn also damage 
the motor and cable.   
2.2 Performance of ESPs, Wear and Losses 
To describe the performance of a centrifugal pump, a pump curve is used.  A typical 
pump curve includes pressure rise, brake horsepower and efficiency plotted vs. flow rate.  
A pump curve can also include these same parameters at different pump speeds.  The 
head vs. flow rate curve of a typical pump will be maximum at zero flow rate and zero at 
maximum flow rate.  Centrifugal pump curves are produced by testing the pump at 
constant speed while throttling the flow at the pump discharge to vary its exit pressure, 
while measuring necessary parameters.  
In their paper, Divine et al. [4]  used ESP test curves (head and brake horsepower to flow 
rate curves) to try to determine pump wear and remaining useful life of the pump.  The 
purpose of the paper was to develop a qualitative and quantitative technique to determine 
whether a pump should be returned to service without repair.  Due to the stricter quality 
control measures in the industry, as mentioned by Upchurch [3] , a used pump is not 
commonly returned to service in subsea environments; however, the ability to track 
pump performance using the sophisticated sensors available in ESPs would allow the 
ESP operators or engineers to use this and other information to track the performance of 
the pump, allowing them to make inferences on its condition and control operation to 
maximize remaining life.       
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Losses in ESPs and all pumps are the reason that more energy is required to be imparted 
to the pump than the energy gained by the fluid.  The energy imparted to the pump is the 
energy on the motor shaft known as brake horsepower (BHP) and can be found using the 
following formula: 
??? ?
? ? ???
?????  2.2 
Where BHP is the power imparted to the pump (does not include losses in the motor) by 
the shaft, in horsepower.  T is the torque on the shaft in lbf-ft and RPM is the rotational 
velocity of the shaft in revolutions per minute. 
The fluid (or hydraulic) horsepower (FHP) of the pump is calculated using the following 
formula: 
??? ?
? ? ??
?????  2.3 
Where Q is the flow rate in gallons per minute (gpm) and ?P is the pressure increase 
across the pump in pounds per square inch (psi). 
The efficiency of the pump is: 
? ?
???
??? 
2.4 
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Due to the losses inside the pump, the FHP is always going to be lower than the BHP, 
and thus the efficiency, ? will always be less than 1.  Common losses on ESPs are 
bearing losses, disk friction, leakage, friction, and turbulence [4] . 
 
 
Figure 2.7 BHP losses in ESPs.  (Divine et al. 1993) 
All the existing losses in the pump are further increased by wear, leading to loss in pump 
performance and eventually can lead to pump failure. Divine et al. [4] describe different 
types of wear that commonly occur inside the ESPs:  radial wear, loss of compresion, 
upthrust wear, downthrust wear, and sand wear.  These problems may or may not lead to 
ESP failure, but will most certainly lead to increased losses and/or reduced efficiency. 
 Radial wear causes the clearances between the impeller hub (Figure 2.2) and the 
diffuser bore (Figure 2.3) to increase. These increased clearances allow higher leakage 
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losses from the impeller discharge to the impeller suction (also known as slip), thus 
reducing the head to flow rate curve (H-Q). 
Upthrust wear usually occurs when the pump is operated at flow rates larger than the 
Best Efficiency Point (BEP) flow rate, where the upward hydraulic force from the 
impact on the impeller eye (Figure 2.2) is larger than the hydrostatic force from the 
pressure downstream of the pump.  As seen on Figure 2.2, the bearing surface in this 
situation would be the upthrust washer on the impeller.  
Downthrust wear occurs when the pump is operated at flow rates to the left  of the BEP 
(lower flow rates than the flow rate at BEP).   The downthrust washer in Figure 2.2 is the 
bearing surface for this running conditions.  Divine et al. [4] showed that this type of 
wear would increase the bearing losses on the pump.   
2.3 Sand Wear 
The type of wear of most interest for this study is wear caused by sand around 100 mesh 
or smaller.  Divine et al. [4] state that in general, this type of wear is similar to radial 
wear in that it increases the clearances in the same way, resulting in an increase in BHP 
also.  Due to the small size of the particles of sand to be used in the study and their 
ability to fit inside the small clearances between bearings, hub and bore (Figure 2.2 and 
Figure 2.3), etc.; this is where most of the sand wear is expected. 
Due to the geological composition of the reservoir rock, sand is usually present in 
normal quantities in the extracted petroleum.  Normal quantities can range from 10-50 
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ppm by weight and particle size of 100- 350 ?? (4 to 14 mil) [5].  In the mid-to-late 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
True and Weiner [6] performed general research on the effects of sand erosion on 
equipment used to produce oil and gas.  This research was limited to equipment such as 
valves, chokes and fittings (tees, elbows, etc.) and did not include pumps.  Experiments 
were conducted using sand injected into compressed air streams at several velocities.  
They concluded that sand erosion increased linearly with fluid velocity and sand 
concentration. 
On an ESP, metal loss caused by erosion and abrasion on critical points in the pump may 
lead to catastrophic failure.  The removal of metal particles from different parts of the 
pump can be classified as [1]: 
? Erosion on a metal surface hit by abrasive particle in the fluid. 
? Abrasion caused by the presence of the foreign material between two moving 
metal surfaces. 
Sand erosion is a form of wear caused by particles hitting against a target face and 
removing material.  Several properties such as size, density, sharpness and hardness of 
sand influence the severity of the erosion incurred on the chafed material.  Natural dusts 
in oil wells carry a variety of materials of which quartz, SiO2 (sand) is usually the most 
abundant, hardest and most erosive.   Studies have shown that the erosive potential of 
natural sands is directly proportional to its quartz content [7].    Figure 2.8 illustrates the 
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relative hardness of several materials typically present in ESPs and in sands normally 
found in an oil well. 
 
Figure 2.8 Approximate hardness of several materials found in ESPs and common 
minerals found in wells (Takacs 2009). 
Another important factor in the erosion rate is the impact angle on the surface.  The 
influence of impact angles depends on the material being eroded:  ductile materials 
exhibit maximum damage for low angle impacts, whereas brittle materials are most 
affected by normal impacts [7]. 
????????? ??? ???????? ????? ???? ????????? ??? ?????? ??????????? ????? ??? ??????????? ??? ????
clearances inside the pump, sizes between two and ten mils are considered to be the most 
damaging on ESPs.  Solid concentration in the produced fluid also has a crucial effect on 
erosion and abrasion in ESP equipment.  Typical concentrations found in oil wells range 
from 10 mg/lit (light) to more than 200 mg/lit (severe) [1].  Since the purpose of these 
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studies is to find the failure modes and not the mean time to failure, concentrations of 
2,000 mg/lit (more than ten times of those considered severe) will be used in order to 
achieve the desired results (abrasion and erosion) in a timely manner.  
Different parts of the pump undergo different types of damage, which can be classified 
as [1]: 
? Erosion in the pump stage. 
? Abrasion in the radial bearings (radial wear). 
? Abrasion in thrust washers and thrust bearings (axial wear). 
Erosion in the pump stages, while not entirely negligible, seldom leads to failure since 
the pump will usually fail for other reasons before then.  Radial abrasion is caused when 
the sand particles enter the clearance spaces between the bearing and the journals.    
These clearances depend on pump design and machining tolerances.  Larger particles, 
upon entering the clearances will be crushed and remove metal from the bearing surfaces 
while smaller particles may go through without touching the metal.  This type of wear 
will increase the clearances in bearings and sleeves, which will in turn make the shaft 
rotate eccentrically causing side loads that further accelerate the wear.  The increase in 
radial clearances combined with the high axial loads and slender shaft will cause 
buckling which will create severe vibration and destruction of the pump, protector and/or 
motor [1].  
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Axial wear is caused by abrasion in thrust bearings on the thrust washers and the mating 
surfaces of the pump stage.  Fixed impeller pumps, like the one currently used for this 
study, have no contact between the impellers and diffusers and thus are protected against 
axial wear.  Floating impeller pumps, when operated in upthrust conditions, will have 
clearances large enough for the sand enter the thrust bearing, leading to worn-out 
washers and bearings. 
From the available literature, it is clear that the erosion and abrasion on ESPs from small 
particles necessitates further study in order to understand the mechanism behind the 
erosion and abrasion in ESPs.  In the current era of oil and gas production, where more 
emphasis is being placed on longer equipment run life, it is imperative that the erosion 
mechanisms that affect the ESPs be understood in order to be mitigated. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A flow loop must be designed and constructed for this study.  It must provide sufficient 
NPSHR to the ESP and deliver correct sand concentrations.  The loop must also have the 
capability to separate the sand at the exit of the ESP in order to avoid recirculating the 
crushed particles, which would lead to decreased wear.  A numbered illustration of the 
test rig assembled can be found on Figure 3.1, Table 3.1 describes the items numbered in 
the figure.  For a more detailed description of the test loop, refer to the Piping and 
Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) in Appendix A.  The test rig consists of a 5,000 gallon 
tank supplying the necessary water for the pump; on top of the tank, connected to the 
exit of the pump, are 20 hydro-cyclone separators on top of a screen shaker.  Feeding the 
ESP are two pumps and a sand auger, which will be controlled automatically using a 
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) Controller to regulate the flow rates and sand 
concentration.  The feed pump flow rate is measured using an orifice flow meter (OFM), 
while the flow rate and density of the slurry pump is measured using a Coriolis flow 
meter (CFM??? ???? ???? ??? ????? ??? ???? ?????? ????? ?????? ? ?? ???? ??? ?????????? ??????
controlled by a VFD (VFD1) powers the ESP.  The exit pressure at the pump can be 
controlled using a pinch valve (V3) in conjunction with a choke (C1). 
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Figure 3.1 Experimental Setup Diagram.  The red piping represents the test loop, green 
piping represents the cooling loop. 
Table 3.1 Identification for items in Figure 3.1 
No. I tem 
1 ESP Pump 
2 ESP Motor 
3 Derrick 
4 Coriolis Flow Meter 
5 Pinch Valve 
6 Tanks and Separators 
7 Orifice Flow Meter 
8 Sand Auger 
9 Sand hopper 
10 Feed Pump 
11 Slurry Pump 
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Data to be measured and logged during testing includes: 
? Pump input shaft thrust 
? Pump input shaft torque 
? Pump input shaft rotational speed 
? Horsepower 
? Radial position of components inside the housing 
? Acceleration of the housing 
? Flow rate and Head 
? Inlet and Exit pressure 
? Sand Concentration 
Thrust and torque will be measured using strain gages placed in a special coupling 
between the pump and motor.  With a calibration curve found experimentally in the 
laboratory, axial strain can be used to determine the thrust and torsional strain can be 
used to determine the torque.  Rotational velocity will be measured using one of the 
proximity probes measuring the position of a rotating component with a small notch 
(phasor) cut on it, the phasor will act as a once per revolution trigger used to calculate 
the velocity.   The rotational velocity and torque will be used to calculate the brake 
horsepower on the pump according to equation 2.2 . 
Selected components inside the housing (both rotors and stators) will have at least two 
proximity probes (10 total) measuring their position in the radial direction.  These probes 
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will monitor the movement of the components with respect to each other.  Besides 
demonstrating the vibration patterns inside the pump, these probes can also provide 
rotational velocity as well as torsional strain on the shaft.  Lastly, three probes (2 in the 
radial and one in the axial direction) will be used on the coupling to ensure alignment 
between the pump and motor and monitor ??????????? ????????.  Vibration on the 
casing will be measured using tri-axial accelerometers placed near the inlet and outlet of 
the ESP.   
Flow rate will be measured using the OFM and CFM.  The OFM will be used to measure 
the volume flow rate of the feed pump and the CFM for the mass flow rate and density 
in the slurry pump.  The mass flow rate and density can be converted to volume flow 
rate for the slurry pump, and the sum of the two volume flow rates is the volume flow 
rate of the ESP.  Sand concentration can also be calculated by measuring the change in 
density with the CFM.  The head generated by the pump will be estimated using pressure 
transducers in the inlet and outlet of the pump. 
3.1 ESP 
The ESP under study consists of three stages of the pump mounted inside a casing 
adapted for laboratory environment (Figure 1.2). The pump will be cantilevered on a 
derrick inside the laboratory in a vertical position to maintain as much resemblance as 
possible with down-hole ESPs.  A 250 HP induction motor mounted on top of the 
derrick, controlled by a VFD will power the ESP. 
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The pump curves from the manufacturer for three stages of the pump are shown in 
Figure 3.2.  ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
generating 51 psi of head at approximately 1100 gpm at the BEP with 75% efficiency.  
The head-flow rate curves at different speeds, given by the manufacturer are shown in 
Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.2 Catalog performance curve for three stages of ESP under study at 3600 RPM, 
S.G.=1.0.   
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Figure 3.3 Catalog head flow rate curves for different pump speeds. 
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The pump in use will be a Centrilift  WJE1000, this mixed flow, fixed impeller pump 
has a 10.25??????????????????and is considered large for an ESP, therefore the 250 HP 
needed for only three stages.  The impeller in this pump has five vanes, while the 
diffuser has seven.  The impeller and diffuser pictures, taken prior to assembly of the 
pump can be seen on Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.  The figures show the five vanes on the 
impeller and the seven vanes on the diffuser. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Impeller picture taken prior to assembly of the pump. 
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.  
Figure 3.5 Diffuser picture taken prior to assembly of the pump. 
The pump and all its components were measured and weighed before assembly with the 
intention of keeping an accurate log of the wear and material loss on the pump.  It is 
critical that these components be accurately measured and weighed on each disassembly 
of the pump.  Figure 3.6 shows the drawing of the impeller in use and its dimensions 
according to the manufacturer, the dimensions and weight as measured in the laboratory 
can be found in Table 3.2.  The same data for the diffuser can be found in Figure 3.7 and 
Table 3.3, the numbering refers to the stage, where the first stage is the nearest to the 
inlet and the third is the nearest to the exit.  Data for the rest of the components and 
larger size figures can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 3.6 Impeller, dimensions as measured are presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Impeller dimensions, locations are found in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.7 Diffuser, dimensions as measured are presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Diffuser dimensions, locations can be found in Figure 3.7. 
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3.2 Motor 
Due to the nature of ESP motors, their geometry and their requirement to be product 
cooled, it is impossible to install one inside the test cell; instead, the ESP under study 
will be powered by a regular (non-submersible) 250 HP induction motor.  A VFD 
??????? ????? ???????? ???? ???????? ??????? ? The brake horsepower to the pump will be 
estimated using the power output from the VFD (electrical power) and multiplying it by 
its efficiency on the curve given by the motor manufacturer.  The position of the motor 
on the curve can be found using the slip, the slip on an asynchronous motor is defined 
by: 
 ? ?
?? ? ??
??
? ???? 3.1 
Where ?? is the synchronous speed (the speed of the magnetic field), which is usually 60 
Hz in the United States, and ?? is the rotor speed which can measured very accurately 
using the proximity probes and the phasor in the impeller (Section 4.5).  With the value 
of slip, the position on the curve can be used to determine the % Full Load Output of the 
motor, and consequently, the efficiency of the motor. 
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Figure 3.8 Motor efficiency curves, efficiency and slip are shown in a logarithmic scale 
on the left y axis. 
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3.3 Pinch Valve 
An automatically controlled pinch valve (Figure 3.9) and a choke will be used to control 
the exit pressure of the ESP.  The Larox pinch valve consists of a 4 inch flexible rubber 
hose pinched between two bars that can control the cross sectional area of the valve.  
Closing the valve will create a restriction that will raise the pressure at the exit of the 
ESP, simulating the pressure on the exit of down-hole ESPs due to the weight of the 
fluid and losses.  A pinch valve was chosen because of the simplicity and low-cost of 
changing the rubber hose if and when the sand erodes it.  
To guard against cavitation inside the valve, a choke will be placed after the pinch valve; 
the choke consists of a simple plate with a smaller diameter orifice, placed in between 
two flanges located a moderate distance after the pinch valve (to avoid turbulence from 
either equipment affecting the other).  This choke will undertake the majority of the 
pressure drop, while the pinch valve will be used to fine-tune the exit pressure to the 
desired amount.  The reduced pressure drop undergone inside the pinch valve, due to the 
presence of the choke plate will help avoid cavitation inside the valve. 
The pinch valve is controlled by a 4-20 mA signal from the computer, and powered by 
compressed air.  If the signal for the computer is lost (0 mA) the valve will shut itself 
(fail close) as a safety mechanism.   
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Figure 3.9 Larox Pinch Valve  
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3.4 Auxiliary Pumps 
The auxiliary pumps are two centrifugal pumps installed in parallel connected to the 
inlet of the ESP.  The auxiliary pumps are used for two purposes: 
? Ensure there is enough pressure at the inlet of the ESP to avoid cavitation. 
? Concentrate the mixture of sand and water in a slipstream in order to be able to 
measure the amount of sand accurately. 
The feed pump is controlled by a VFD (VFD2) to regulate the flow-rate or inlet pressure 
of the ESP.    This pump is a 75 HP centrifugal pump whose primary purpose is to 
provide the necessary pressure (NPSHR) at the inlet of the ESP to avoid cavitation.  The 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
the slurry pump (P2) in a tee at the inlet of the ESP.  The feed pump will provide the 
ESP with approximately 97% of the flow rate, while the slurry pump will provide the 
remaining 3%.   
The slurry pump carries the mixture of sand and water with a concentration of sand 
between 20-30% by weight.  This pump, a pump identical to the feed pump except 
smaller (20 HP), will be fed by clean water from the same tank as the feed pump; the 
inlet between the pump and tank has a stand pipe where the sand auger drops the sand 
into the stream at controlled rates.  The flow rate in the slurry pump will be about 25 
times smaller than the flow rate of the feed pump but it will receive all of the sand being 
run through the ESP; this means that the concentration of sand at the slurry pump line is 
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about 25 times the concentration of sand in the mixture flowing through the ESP, this 
allows for higher accuracy when measuring the amount of sand.  The mixture discharged 
by the slurry pump passes through the Coriolis flow meter (CFM) to detect density and 
flow rate, before joining the larger stream of water discharged by the feed pump, where 
the mixture is diluted to approximately .2% (2,000 ppm).  
3.5 Screw Conveyor 
The screw conveyor (SSC) or sand auger consists of a spiral auger inside a tube 
connected to the bottom of a hopper full of sand on one side and a gear motor controlled 
by a VFD on the other end (Figure 3.10).  The hopper has a static blade on top to pierce 
the bag of sand and allow the sand to fall into the hopper.  The VFD speed will be 
controlled by a PID controller, which uses the measured concentration value and adjusts 
the speed accordingly, maintaining the concentration at the required value.  The amount 
or concentration of sand will be measured and recorded using a Coriolis flow meter as 
detailed in section 4.2.  Running the screw conveyor without material in it would 
eliminate all damping on the system and will lead to its damage. 
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Figure 3.10 Screw Conveyor 
The sand exiting the screw conveyor is dropped into a standpipe at the suction side of 
the slurry pump.  The first design used, shown in Figure 3.11?? ????????????? ?????????
pipe connected through a tee to the hose going from the tank to the inlet of the slurry.  
This design however was unsuccessful as it plugged with sand after running for a short 
?????????? ?????? ???????????????? ???????????????????????pe connected to the suction 
hose of the pump through a vertical wye as shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.11 First design of auger standpipe, sand is dropped from the top, the tee is 
connected to the suction of the slurry pump. 
 
Figure 3.12 Improved design on the auger standpipe, the wye and bigger pipe prevent 
plugging. 
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3.6 Separators 
The separating system consists of 20 hydro-?????????????????????????????????????????????
gpm each, mounted on top of a screen shaker.  The whole system is mounted on top of 
the tank, and connected to the discharge of the ESP.  The hydro-cyclones (Figure 3.13) 
are cones that use centrifugal force to separate the sand from the water.  Sand, being 
heavier than water, is pushed towards the walls of the cones by the centrifugal force, this 
makes it slow down and fall, while the clean water flushes out of the top of the cone.  
The wet sand coming out of the bottom of the cones falls onto a screen shaker (Figure 
3.14) where the water in the sand is drained and returned to the tank.  The sand is then 
collected on a permeable bag to be analyzed, and reused or discarded properly. 
 
Figure 3.13 Hydrocyclone Separators 
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Figure 3.14 Screen shaker. 
Each cone is designed for a flow rate of 65 gpm, and each individual cone is equipped 
with a valve, this valve can be used to control the amount of separators in use according 
to the flow rate.  To calculate the number of separators that should be open the simple 
formula ? ? ????, can be used, where N is the number of separators open and should 
be rounded to the next integer and Q is the flow rate.  The pressure on the inlet of the 
separators is also a good clue of proficient operation.   A pressure of 25 psi is an 
indication that the correct number of valves are open, if the pressure is lower than 25 psi, 
then the valves should be closed starting from the upstream valves first until a pressure 
of 25 psi is reached. 
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3.7 Seal 
The mechanical seal, is an apparatus designed to keep the water from leaking through 
the shaft.  The seal in use is a John Crane and its drawing can be found in the Appendix 
B; it requires a flow of clean water of about 3 GPM for cooling and lubrication, known 
as the seal flush. The seal uses two different seal flush setups, known in the industry as 
flush plans.  A plan 32 uses water injected from an external source, in this case a piston 
pump shown in Figure 3.15 fed by tap water (to make up the water lost in the sand 
separation).  A plan 13 is also used to inject the exit of the seal flush out of the seal back 
into the inlet of the ESP.  To ensure the pressure in the seal housing is higher than in the 
exit of the pump and therefore prevent the contamination of the seal with sand particles, 
the plan 13 is only opened to vent the gases out of the seal and will be closed during 
normal operation of the pump.  
 
Figure 3.15  Seal flush pump. 
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3.8 Cooling Loop 
The cooling loop, shown in the P&ID in Appendix A consists of a simple 100 GPM 
centrifugal pump connected to a heat exchanger.  The loop has several drain valves that 
should be opened if freezing temperatures are expected, to prevent damage to the heat 
exchanger coils. 
3.9 Sand 
The sand to be used as the abrasive agent for the initial testing will be 100 mesh frac 
sand.  The sand is delivered in 1.5 ton bags Figure 3.16, each bag will be tagged with an 
identification number for analysis and tracking purposes.  The bags will be picked up by 
a forklift and plac?????????????????????????????????????????(Figure 3.10) where a static 
blade will pierce through it, allowing the sand to drop in the hopper. 
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Figure 3.16 Sand bag with its identification number (red tag). 
Two types of analysis are to be performed periodically on the sand:  a sieve analysis to 
determine the mass distribution of sand according to size, and a microscope analysis to 
determine the angularity of the sand.  Both tests should be performed periodically before 
and after running it through the pump. 
The sieve analysis consists of placing a weighed sample of sand on the top of a series of 
sieves with different sized mesh placed on top of each other, where each subsequent 
screen is smaller than the next, with the top sieve having the largest mesh and the bottom 
sieve being a pan to collect the smallest particles (Figure 3.17).  The sieves are then put 
on a shaker to ensure the particles fall on the correct sieve.  After the shaking is 
complete, the material in each sieve is weighed and expressed as a percentage retained of 
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each mesh size.  Table 3.4 shows the standard mesh sizes and its diameter equivalents in 
mils and micrometers. 
 
Figure 3.17 Sieves and shaker. 
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Table 3.4 Sand mesh size conversion chart. 
 
The microscope analysis consists of measuring the sand particles using software that 
counts the pixels where the number of pixels has been calibrated to a known length.  The 
measurement with the microscope will be used to corroborate the sieve results (and vice-
versa) and to find the eccentricity of the sand.  The eccentricity of the sand will be a ratio 
of the shortest distance to the longest distance given by the equation ? ? ?? ? ?
?
??, where 
?  is the eccentricity, always less than 1, a is half the longest distance between two 
opposite points and b is half the shortest distance between two opposite points in the 
particle and perpendicular to a, as shown Figure 3.18.  An eccentricity of 0 would 
describe a circle, and an eccentricity of 1 would describe a line.   
The microscope analysis will be performed on each sample collected from the sieves 
where the average eccentricity and standard deviation for each mesh size will be 
3 265 6730 40 16.5 400
4 187 4760 45 13.8 354
5 157 4000 50 11.7 297
6 132 3360 60 9.8 250
7 111 2830 70 8.3 210
8 93.7 2380 80 7 177
10 78.7 2000 100 5.9 149
12 66.1 1680 120 4.9 125
14 55.5 1410 140 4.1 105
16 46.9 1190 170 3.5 88
18 39.4 1000 200 2.9 74
20 33.1 841 230 2.4 63
25 28 707 270 2.1 53
30 23.2 595 325 1.7 44
35 19.7 500 400 1.5 37
!"#"$%&#' %()*+,-
./+0-1,2-$
+3$1,$(,)/ !"#"$%&#'
./+0-1,2-$
+3$1,$(,)/ %()*+,-
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tabulated.  A decreasing eccentricity value for a given mesh size will indicate that the 
sand is being crushed and thus is probably abrading the pump.  A strong statistical 
correlation between decreased eccentricity and pump degradation or clearance growth 
could isolate the most destructive mesh sizes for the pump.   
. 
Figure 3.18 Sample of sand and its respective a and b measurements taken to calculate 
eccentricity.  
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4. INSTRUMENTATION 
The P&ID is found in Appendix A, Table 4.1 shows the instrument nomenclature along 
with their description and manufacturer.  Unless specified, specific instruments will be 
referred by their item number throughout this work. 
Table 4.1  Instrument list. 
Instrument List 
Item No. Description Manufacturer 
A1 Accelerometer Inlet X PCB 
A2 Accelerometer Inlet Y PCB 
A3 Accelerometer Inlet Z PCB 
A4 Accelerometer Outlet X PCB 
A5 Accelerometer Outlet Y PCB 
A6 Accelerometer Outlet Z PCB 
PP1 Proximity Probe Shaft 1 X Bently Nevada 
PP2 Proximity Probe Shaft 1 Y Bently Nevada 
PP3 Proximity Probe Impeller 1 X Bently Nevada 
PP4 Proximity Probe Impeller 1 Y Bently Nevada 
PP5 Proximity Probe Shaft 2 X Bently Nevada 
PP6 Proximity Probe Shaft 2 Y Bently Nevada 
PP7 Proximity Probe Impeller 2 X Bently Nevada 
PP8 Proximity Probe Impeller 2 Y Bently Nevada 
PP9 Proximity Probe Shaft 3 X Bently Nevada 
PP10 Proximity Probe Shaft 3 Y Bently Nevada 
PP11 Proximity Probe Coupling X Bently Nevada 
PP12 Proximity Probe Coupling Y Bently Nevada 
PP13 Proximity Probe Coupling Z Bently Nevada 
OFM Orifice Flow Meter Lambda Square 
CFM Coriolis Density Meter Emerson 
LS1 Tank Level Sensor L   
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Table 4.1 Continued. 
Item No. Description Manufacturer 
LS2 Tank Level Sensor M   
LS3 Tank Level Sensor H   
LS4 Sand Level Sensor M IFM 
LS5 Sand Level Sensor L IFM 
PT1 Pressure Transducer Inlet ESP Omega 
PT2 Pressure Transducer Outlet ESP Omega 
PT3 Pressure Transducer Outlet Choke Omega 
PT4 Pressure Transducer Omega 
PT5 Pressure Transducer Omega 
PT6 Pressure Transducer Omega 
PT10  Differential Pressure OFM (FM1) Rosemount 
SG1 Axial Strain Gauge Binsfield 
SG2 Radial Strain Gauge Binsfield 
TT1 ESP Inlet Temperature Omega 
VFD1 ESP VFD Yaskawa 
VFD2 Main Pump VFD Toshiba 
VFD3 Slurry Pump VFD Toshiba 
VFD4 Sand Handling VFD Altivar 
 
4.1 Orifice Flow Meter 
The orifice flow meter (OFM), shown in Figure 4.1, is placed at the exit of the feed 
pump before the mixing tee (where both auxiliary pumps flows join before the inlet of 
the ESP), as shown in Figure 4.2.  The OFM consists of a plate with a hole that creates a 
pressure drop that is proportional to the velocity, and therefore, volumetric flow rate of 
the fluid.   The pressure drop is measured by using a differential pressure transmitter 
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calibrated experimentally (Section 4.3).  Equation 4.4 shows the relationship used to 
calculate the volume flow rate using the obtained values of differential pressure. 
??? ? ?????? ? ?? ? ? ? ?
????? ???  4.1 
Where d is the bore in inches, K is the flow coefficient calculated using equation 4.2, 
????? is the differential pressure (in inches of water) as measured by the differential 
pressure transmitter and converted using the calibration on Appendix C and ?? is the 
density of water at the given temperature. 
? ? ? ?
?
?? ? ??
 4.2 
C is the discharge coefficient found using equation 4.24.3 and ? is the beta ratio, the 
ratio of the orifice diameter to the inside diameter of the pipe. 
? ? ????? ? ????????? ? ??????? ? ????????? 4.3 
The values in use with the current OFM setup are listed in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 Parameters for the orifice flow meter in use. 
Parameter Value Units 
d 4.245 inches 
K .7813 dimensionless 
?? f(T) ?????? 
C .6510 dimensionless 
? .7435 dimensionless 
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Figure 4.1 Orifice Flow Meter.  
 
 
Figure 4.2 P&ID close up of auxiliary pumps and flow meters. 
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4.2 Coriolis Flow Meter 
The Coriolis flow meter (CFM), shown in Figure 4.3, will return values of measured 
density and mass flow rate for the slurry pump (mixture).  The CFM is placed at the exit 
of the slurry pump, before the mixing tee and in parallel with the OFM, as shown in 
Figure 4.2.  The calibration curve for density was prepared using factory provided 
software and can be found in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 4.3 Coriolis Flow Meter. 
The CFM will output mass flow rate and density of the slurry pump; with these two 
values we can also calculate the volume flow rate in the slurry pump to know the total 
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flow rate in the ESP.  The volume flow rate and mass flow rate of the mix (?? ?? are 
related by the equation: 
 ??????? ? ?????
?? ? ??
??
???? ?
?? ??? ?????? ?
 4.4 
The mass flow rate of the mix refers to the total mass flow rate in the slurry pump (sand 
and water combined) and is the mass flow rate output by the CFM.  The mass flow rate 
of the mix and density can also be used to determine the concentration of sand in the 
mixture.  First, the mass flow rate of sand ? ?????? can be found using the following 
equation:  
 ?? ? ?
?? ? ?
??
?? ??
?? ? ???? ?
 4.5 
Where ?? ? is the mass flow rate of sand ?
??
????, ?? is the density of the sand as tested in 
the laboratory (Section 5.3) divided by the density of water at the given temperature, and 
?? and ?? are the densities of the mixture (as measured by the CFM) and of water in 
??????, respectively. 
The concentration of sand ??????????? ?, passing through the ESP can be found with equation 
4.6: 
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? ? ????
?? ?
???????? ?
??? ? ??? ??
??
 4.6 
C denotes the concentration of sand ??????????? ?,  found by inserting the value for mass flow 
rate found with the CFM in equation 4.4 and ??? is the volume flow rate (gpm) of the 
feed pump as measured by the OFM using equations 4.1 to 4.3.  For details on the 
development of equations 4.5 and 4.6, refer to Appendix D. 
4.3 Pressure Transducers 
Three pressure transducers will be used to monitor the pump and to generate 
performance curves.  The difference between pressures of the transducers at the inlet and 
outlet of the ESP will be used to calculate the head of the pump.  The head per stage can 
be determined by dividing the total head developed by the pump by the number of stages 
(3).  Table 4.3 shows the description of each pressure transducer and the item number 
used in the P&ID.  Each pressure transducer was calibrated in the laboratory using a 
dead weight tester.  Individual calibration curves are found in Appendix C. 
Table 4.3 Pressure transducers. 
Item No. Description 
PT1 Pressure Transducer Outlet ESP 
PT2 Pressure Transducer Seal Housing 
PT3 Pressure Transducer Inlet ESP 
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4.4 Thermocouple 
One thermocouple (TT1 in Figure 4.2) will be placed at the inlet of the ESP before the 
mixing tee.  The thermocouple will be used to monitor the temperature of the water to 
protect the equipment and to estimate more accurate values of water density.  The 
thermocouples are factory calibrated and the Labview software does the conversion 
automatically (see Section 4.10 for information on the Labview software). 
4.5 Proximity Probes 
To measure vibration, rotational speed and monitor pump movement, 13 proximity 
probes will be used.  Proximity probes are a highly accurate instrument capable of 
measuring very small deviations in distance. A typical proximity probe will have a scale 
factor of around -200  ?? ???? , and their linear range will start at around 10 mils from 
the target (3 V).  It is important to note these studies are not interested in the total 
distance but in the displacement, thus the probes were not calibrated for distance.  Table 
4.4 lists the proximity probes used and their designated item number on the P&ID.  
The proximity probe hardware consists of the probe, an extension cable and a 
proximitor.  It is extremely important that the right combination of these be used to 
maintain the factory calibration, a certain model proximitor can only accept a specific 
model of probe and a specific total length (length of the probe cable and extension 
combined).  The proximitors in use in these studies accept the 3300 XL 5 or 8 mm 
probes with a total length of 5 meters. 
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Table 4.4  Proximity probe item number and position. 
Item No. Description 
PP1 Proximity Probe Shaft 1 X 
PP2 Proximity Probe Shaft 1 Y 
PP3 Proximity Probe Impeller 1 X 
PP4 Proximity Probe Impeller 1 Y 
PP5 Proximity Probe Shaft 2 X 
PP6 Proximity Probe Shaft 2 Y 
PP7 Proximity Probe Impeller 2 X 
PP8 Proximity Probe Impeller 2 Y 
PP9 Proximity Probe Shaft 3 X 
PP10 Proximity Probe Shaft 3 Y 
PP11 Proximity Probe Coupling X 
PP12 Proximity Probe Coupling Y 
PP13 Proximity Probe Coupling Z 
The proximity probes have an output range of 0 to -17 V, since the DAQ system in use 
can only detect up to -10 V, the probe is installed at a distance where the output reading 
is 6.5 V.  This ensures that the probe is in the middle of the range and can detect a 
displacement of up to approximately 17.5 mil in each direction. 
4.6 Accelerometers 
Two accelerometers will be placed on the casing of the pump; one will be placed near 
the inlet and the other near the exit.  Each accelerometer can detect acceleration in three 
directions, these accelerometers will be used to monitor vibration and compare with the 
data acquired with the proximity probes.  The accelerometers have a factory-calibrated 
output of 500 ?? ?? . 
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The accelerometer hardware consists of three piezoelectric elements, inside a small 
casing (Figure 4.4), that generate a voltage when deformed.  Each element is placed 
ninety degrees from each other, thus giving acceleration in three dimensions (X, Y and 
Z).  The accelerometer is connected to a conditioner with a factory provided cable.  The 
conditioner is the device that provides power to the accelerometer and amplifies the 
voltage received from the accelerometer into a voltage compatible with the A/D 
converter (Section 4.9).  
 
Figure 4.4  PCB Piezoelectric Tri-Axial accelerometer placed near the casing of the ESP. 
4.7 Strain Gages 
Two strain gages will be placed in the coupling shown in Figure 4.5; this coupling is 
hollow and was designed to deform enough, under the expected loads, to be detected by 
the strain gages. 
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The strain gages in use are Binsfield model BH10K, these strain gages are epoxied to the 
coupling; they are then connected to a wireless transmitter box and a battery pack 
(Figure 4.6), these transmitters and battery pack rotate with the shaft and send the 
information to the antenna which is connected to a receiver also connected to the A/D 
converter. 
 
Figure 4.5 Coupling between ESP and motor used to carry strain gages to measure 
torque and thrust. 
One strain gage (SG1) was positioned to detect axial strain and will be used to measure 
thrust, similarly another strain gage (SG2) is placed in the radial direction to detect 
torque, both calibration curves can be found in Appendix C.  
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Figure 4.6  Binsfield strain gage battery pack (left) and transmitter (right). 
4.8 Level Sensors 
To protect equipment and for monitoring purposes, level switches will be used as alarms 
for water level inside the tank and sand level inside the hopper.  These switches are basic 
on/off switches that will turn on an alarm that signals when an undesired level has been 
reached or turn the equipment off when the hopper or tank is empty.  
Five level switches are used for the experiment, two sand sensors and three water level 
sensors. The wiring diagram of the switches is found in the Instrumentation Wiring 
Diagrams in Appendix E.   Both the water and the sand level are being fed by a power 
supply inside the test cell, the returning line from the sensors is connected to two 
resistances in series, the bigger resistance is to take the majority of the 18 V voltage 
drop, the remaining resistance is small enough that it can create a voltage drop large 
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enough to be read by the data acquisition device, where it is read as a Boolean (T/F) 
signal.   
The water level sensors consist of a magnetic float, which can be switched between 
normally open (N/O) and normally closed (N/C) by turning the float over.  Normally 
open means that the switch is at its open state when not triggered, normally close is at its 
closed ??????????????? ???????????????? ????????????? ????? ?????? ???????????? ?????????????
level, the switch is triggered and changes its position. Similarly the sand level sensor 
consists of a capacitor switch that changes its position when it detects material in close 
proximity, the sand switches can be changed from N/O to N/C by cutting a wire inside 
the instrument.  The N/O or N/C position for each switch was chosen for convenience. 
The high water (N/O) and medium water (N/O) level sensors will turn on a visible alarm 
in the Labview program and will turn on a light inside the test cell. The low water (N/O) 
level sensor will sound an alarm and shutdown the auxiliary pumps when triggered.  
The medium level (N/O) sensor of the sand will turn on a visible alarm in the Labview 
program which indicates the operator that it is time to change the bag.  The low level 
(N/C) sand auger will turn off the sand auger to prevent its damage.  
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4.9 Data Acquisition Hardware 
The hardware used for control signal output and data acquisition for all instruments that 
do not require a high frequency response and/or simultaneous measurements is a 
National Instrument cRIO chassis with multiple modules.  The 9205 module is a 
voltage-reading module able to read up to 32 single-ended channels, 16 differential input 
channels or a combination of both.  Two 9265 modules with 4 output channels each are 
used for signal outputs for the VFDs and pinch valve and a 9213 is used for temperature.  
A detailed description of the connections inside the box and wiring can be found in the 
Instrumentation Wiring Diagrams in Appendix E. 
To connect to the instruments, a special box was prepared with RS235 connectors for 
easy removal and modification.  The box contains plugs for the ???????????? cables 
where each instrument is connected, depending on the requirements of the instrument, to 
a power supply, 470 ohm resistance (to convert from 4-20 mA signal to the 0-10 V 
signal compatible with the A/D converter) and/or tied directly to another plug which 
connects to the A/D converter (if the instrument has its own power supply and a 0-10 V 
output).  The RS235 connector coming out of the box and going to the instruments is 
connected using multi-pair, multi-shield cable to minimize noise from the equipment in 
the test cell.  
For the instruments that require high frequency responses and/or simultaneous 
measurements such as the proximity probes and accelerometers a Measurement 
Computing USB 1616FS and USB 1208FS are used.   These instruments both have 
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simultaneous sampling methods.  The ten internal proximity probes, PP1-PP10, (Section 
4.5) and the six accelerometers (Section 4.6) are connected to the USB1616FS, this 
allows for a high sample rate and simultaneous measurement necessary for making 
comparisons between instruments.   
4.10 Data Acquisition Software 
The software used to perform all the data measurements and controls is National 
Instruments Labview.  Two different programs are used, one is used to control the 
equipment and collect the data from all the instruments connected to the cRio (Figure 
4.7), the other is used to collect the data from the proximity probes and accelerometers 
(Figure 4.8). 
 
Figure 4.7  Labview monitoring and controls screenshot. 
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Figure 4.8  Labview vibration data monitoring screenshot. 
The Labview Monitoring and Control program receives the signal from all the pressure 
transducers, CFM, level switches, and such, and converts it into useful data and sends 
signals to the VFDs and pinch valve to control them.  In the case of the level switches, 
the program reads the voltage and compares it to a set threshold where it is converted 
into a Boolean signal (true or false) which turns on an alarm and/or shuts off equipment 
when triggered as shown in Section 4.8; t????????????????????????????input signals, except 
???? ???? ??????????????? ????? ??????????????? ??????? ??? ????? ?????????????? ??????????????
into temperature by the software) are read as a value between 0 and 10 volts, this value 
is then transformed into usable data via the formulas obtained by the instrument 
manufacturer or by calibration in the laboratory (Appendix C).  Another purpose of the 
Monitoring and Control program is to output signals that control equipment such as the 
pinch valve and VFDs.  All equipment controlled by the computer is governed using a 
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signal of 4-20 mA.   These signals can be controlled manually via a slider switch or 
automatically via a (Proportional Integral Derivative) PID controller. 
The PID reads a signal and compares it to a set-point specified by the operator to obtain 
the error and adjusts the output signal (such as the speed of the VFD or pinch valve 
position) to correct it; the result is a real time feedback loop that if tuned properly will 
keep the desired variable within acceptable limits.  Three different PID controllers are 
used in this program:  one each for the feed pump, slurry pump and sand auger. 
There are a number of variables used to manipulate the PID: 
? The process variable is the variable to be controlled (pressure, sand 
concentration, etc.) 
? The set-point is the value desired for the process variable. 
? The gains are values that control the response of the controller to changes in the 
process variable or set-point. 
The gains used in this program were found using the Labview auto-tuning process in 
combination with trial and error.  Table 4.5 shows the parameters used for each PID, 
including gains, process variables and controller output. 
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Table 4.5  Gains used for each PID. 
 Process Variable Controller Output Gains 
Inlet Pressure Feed Pump VFD 
Kc 1.33 
Ti .1 
Td .02 
Slurry Pump Flow Rate Slurry Pump VFD 
Kc .287 
Ti .01 
Td .034 
Sand Concentration Sand Auger VFD 
Kc .287 
Ti .010 
Td .034 
The Vibration Monitoring program (screenshot shown in Figure 4.8) is the program used 
to acquire all data from the proximity probes and accelerometers.  The program shows 
three graphs: one is for the internal proximity probes (bottom right), another is for the 
accelerometers (top right) and the third one is an X-Y plot of the seal shaft probes 
(PP11-PP12) used to monitor the position of the shaft with respect to the seal in the 
Cartesian coordinate system  (bottom left).   
The sampling rate for the proximity probes and accelerometers can be changed by 
changing the value in the box labeled as Rate, the total number of samples per channel 
can be changed in the Samples per Channel IPP.  The software will collect data for an 
amount of time equal to the number in the Samples per Channel box divided by the 
sampling rate (in seconds) before displaying the data and/or saving it, increasing the 
Samples box value will increase the amount of time it takes to display new data on the 
screen but will generate a longer sample of continuous data when saving.   
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The program also shows the rotational speed of the pump in RPMs.  To measure the 
RPMs of the pump, the program uses one of the proximity probes measuring the distance 
to an impeller that has a notch, or phasor, cut on it.  The phasor creates a sudden spike in 
the signal (Figure 4.9). The signal of one of these proximity probes is fed into the 
comparator shown in Figure 4.10, which outputs a true value when it surpasses a set 
trigger point, this creates a square wave and the frequency of this wave is then obtained 
by the software and converted into RPM.  To prevent the software from reading an error 
when the pump is not running the frequency counter is put inside a case loop where it 
only runs when the amplitude (RMS minus DC) of the signal is above a certain level. 
 
Figure 4.9  Spike read by PP3 created by the groove cut in the impeller. 
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Figure 4.10  Block diagram of RPM counter.  The two blue lines are the same signal 
coming from the proximity probe. 
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5. RESULTS 
The results shown in this work will be strictly the baseline results to be used for 
comparison with the results obtained after running sand through the pump.   
5.1 Pump Performance 
To determine the pump curves the pump was run at the desired speed using the VFD 
drive.  The pinch valve was then closed gradually to increase the pressure rise across the 
pump, saving the data on each step.    
Initially, a choke with a 1 13/16? orifice was used, however, this restriction was too small 
and the range of flow rates achieved was around 450 to 1000 gpm, not enough to reach 
the BEP.  Th????????????????????????????????????????????????????, flow rates of up to 
1300 gpm were reached but flow rates lower than 1000 gpm were unachievable.  Since 
the pressure drop on the bigger orifice plate is smaller, the pressure drop that has to be 
undergone in the pinch valve to achieve the same head is larger, the hypothesis is that 
this large pressure drop would create suction inside the pinch valve which would close 
the valve shut at flow rates of about 1000 GPM, effectively dead-heading the pump.  The  
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same phenomenon was also encountered with the smaller choke, but at much lower flow 
rates (450 GPM), the result being that the smaller choke would only run at the left end of 
the curve (low flow rates) while the bigger choke only ran at the right end of the curve.   
The pump curve shown in Figure 5.1 contains data from tests with both chokes, 
displaying the whole range of flow rates possible.  To avoid having to change chokes to 
perform pump curve tests in the future a different, more resilient rubber for the pinch 
valve would have to be used or the valve would need to be replaced for a larger valve or 
a different type valve.  Another option is to place a gate valve to be used only when 
running the performance tests (which are run with no sand, eliminating concerns about 
erosion of the valve), this will allow for all flow rates desired to be reached by opening 
and closing the valve, as necessary.   
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Figure 5.1 Pump curve for one stage ESP at 3600 RPM
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Because of strain gages malfunction, accurate values for brake horsepower could not be 
measured.  The brake horsepower was estimated by multiplying the efficiency times the 
electrical power; for simplicity, a constant value of 93.6% for the motor efficiency was 
used to calculate the BHP (Figure 3.8). The curve in Figure 5.1 shows the BEP to be at 
around 1,100 gpm (38,000 bpd), and the head rise per stage generated by the pump at 
this flow rate is about 65 psi (150 feet), a value 27% larger than the value in the 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.  At BEP, the 
BHP is 55 HP per stage, a value ???? ??????? ????? ???? ??????????????? ?????, the 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????.   
The left end of the curve shows that the pump is able to generate up to 95 psi (220 feet) 
per stage at around 450 GPM (16,000 BPD).  The opposite end of the curve shows that 
at 50 psi (115 feet) per stage, the pump can move 1,300 GPM (45,000 BPD)  
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Appendix F shows a Matlab program that plots the pump curve, and compares it to the 
baseline data.  This program can be used to compare different RPMs to the baseline 
3600 RPM or to compare the pump curve of a worn out pump to the new one at 3600 
RPM or a combination of both.  This work will use the program to compare the pump 
curves at different RPM. 
To create the program, the conjoined data (from the two chokes) was imported into 
Matlab using Program 2.  The data was then plotted and fitted with a quadratic curve.  
The curve fit coefficients were then saved in the program.  After removing values with 
high standard deviations, the data under study is then plotted in the same figure as the 
baseline curve; the values for mean percent change and maximum percent change 
between the two data sets (with respect to baseline) are then displayed.   
Figure 5.2 shows the baseline curve at 3600 RPM with its curve fits superimposed, 
Table 5.1 shows the mean percent change and maximum difference of head, power and 
efficiency, since this plot compares the baseline curve with its own curve fit, the % 
change values are low, as expected. 
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Figure 5.2 Baseline pump curve for three stages with its curve fits overlaid.
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Table 5.1 Percent change between baseline pump curve and its curve fits, these values 
are as expected low and indicate an accurate fit.  Positive values correspond to a 
negative change. 
Parameter Mean % Change Max % Change 
Head 83/7 73C0 
Power D38816 0345 
Efficiency D8380 531/ 
Table 5.2 shows the change in the performance of the pump for 2700, 3000, 3300 and 
3600 RPM.  The data used at 3600 RPM was taken at a different time than the baseline 
?????? ?????? ???? ????? ?????-1300 GPM at 3600 RPM) choke, the low percent change 
values indicate repeatability of results.  The table shows that the head and power drop at 
a similar rate, consequently efficiency at different RPMs undergoes minimal change. 
Table 5.2 Percent change relative to baseline pump curve and pump curves at 2700, 
3000, 3300 and 3600 RPM.   Low percentage change at 3600 RPM shows repeatability 
of results.  Positive values correspond to a negative change. 
RPM Parameter Mean % Change Max % Change 
3600 
Head 0310 7302 
Power /365 2350 
Efficiency 8385 0320 
3300 
Head 04378 1638C 
Power 07341 1/341 
Efficiency 836C 0344 
3000 
Head 7038C 44345 
Power 643CC 7630C 
Efficiency /347 7387 
2700 
Head /0734/ /51314 
Power /02347 /123/7 
Efficiency /305 4317 
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Figure 5.3 shows the pump curve at 3300 RPM ????? ??????????????? plotted with the 
baseline curve, in this plot the efficiency is seen to have a negative slope as opposed to 
nearly zero slope of the baseline, this indicates that the BEP will be found at the low end 
of the flow rates shown (possibly lower). 
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the pump curve at 2700 RPM with the baseline curve 
superimposed.  At 2700 RPM the negative slope of the efficiency can be seen more 
clearly than at 3300 RPM, while the baseline has a positive slope in this RPM range; 
these results indicate that the BEP of the 2700 RPM curve will be found at lower flow 
rates than those shown, while the BEP for the baseline will be found at higher flow rates 
than those shown. 
It is recommended that performance tests at 3600 RPM be taken periodically and be data 
driven, that is, the frequency of the test should be increased if significant performance or 
vibration change is detected, at the discretion of the operator.  Performance tests at 
different pump speeds should also be taken periodically, although not necessarily as 
frequently as the 3600 RPM tests.   
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Figure 5.3 Pump curve for three stages of the ESP at 3300 RPM, the lines correspond to the baseline data (3600 RPM).
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Figure 5.4 Pump curve for three stages of the ESP at 2700 RPM, the lines correspond to the baseline data (3600 RPM).
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5.2 Vibration 
The ten internal proximity probes are placed on the casing of the pump looking at the 
internal rotating components of the pump.   The probes are set in 5 sections 90 degrees 
apart from each other (X and Y), as shown in Figure 5.5.  The X proximity probes are 
labeled with odd numbers and the Y are labeled with even numbers.  The numbering 
starts from bottom (first stage) to top.  The first, third and fifth section are looking at the 
shaft, the second and fourth section are looking at the impeller. 
 
Figure 5.5 Position and nomenclature for proximity probes and accelerometer. 
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Runout refers to out of center rotation,  in this work it will refer more specifically to the 
signal read on the proximity probe when rotating the shaft without any dynamic forces 
(vibration).   Shaft runout could be caused by several factors including: 
? Shaftness eccentricity (out of round) 
? Surface scratches or imperfections 
? Variations in electrical conductivity of material 
The runout can be measured by performing a slow roll, rotating the pump as slow as 
possible to ensure that there is little dynamic shaft motion.  In some situations, such as 
with horizontal rotating machinery, this result can be removed electronically from the 
data to compensate.  For the ESP under study, however, the lack of a radial force, such 
as gravity, constraining the ESP???????? when performing the slow roll, in combination 
with its large clearances in the bearings, makes it impossible to guarantee that the probe 
readouts during the slow roll do not include any dynamic motion, even at 90 RPM, the 
slowest speed achieved by the VFD.  Nonetheless, the runout data was collected and the 
orbit of each proximity probe location is plotted in Figure 5.6.  All probe locations show 
a circular or oval shape except for the second impeller which shows a figure eight shape; 
furthermore, the first impeller shows an unusually high displacement (16 mil); since the 
maximum diametrical clearance is 12 mil, this must be due to out of roundness of the 
impeller or the shaft not being in the center of it.  The spikes seen in the orbit plots of the 
impellers are due to the phasors. 
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Figure 5.6 Orbits of different pump locations during slow roll (runout).  The peak lines in both impellers correspond to the 
phasor, which is read once per revolution in each probe (X and Y). 
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Figure 5.7 shows the time domain plots of all proximity probes for the runout data.  
Apart from the phasors, the probes show very little surface imperfections, but the first 
impeller probes (PP3 and PP4) show a runout (probably due to eccentricity of the 
impeller) of about 16 mils peak to peak. Figure 5.8 shows the runout on the second 
impeller, this impeller shows a reasonable amount of imperfection, including an extra 
peak of about ! mil that could be due to a scratch or machining imperfection, but the 
runout is almost negligible.  Also of note is the phasor position relative to the wave in 
the x and y directions, in the x direction the phasor is leading the sine wave, in the y 
direction, the phasor appears to be lagging the wave, which indicates that there is an 
imperfection somewhere in the rotor (or bearings) that pushes the impeller away from 
the y probe before reaching the same distance as the x probe.   
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Figure 5.7 Time domain plot of proximity probe data at 90 RPM (runout). 
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 !
Figure 5.8 PP7 and PP8 runout 
The orbits of the pump at 3600 RPM can be found in Figure 5.9.  Except for the third 
shaft location all look to have circular shaped orbits; the third shaft location has an 
unrecognizable shape, which can be better understood by analyzing the frequency 
spectrum.  Also of note is the shape of the second impeller, which was a figure eight at 
90 RPM and is circular at 3600 RPM.  The amplitudes of the orbits seem to be of similar 
size as the amplitudes of the runout. 
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Figure 5.9 ESP Pump orbit for all proximity probe locations at 3600 RPM. 
The time domain plots of the shaft and impeller locations can be found in Figure 5.10 
and Figure 5.11, respectively, the x probes are in the first column and the y in the 
second.  The plots show different vibration patterns on each location, but to better 
understand them, the frequency spectrum needs to be analyzed. 
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Figure 5.10 Time domain plot for shaft locations at 3600 RPM.
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Figure 5.11 Time domain plot for impeller locations at 3600 RPM.
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To obtain the frequency spectrum of the vibrations a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was 
performed on the data.  The FFT is an efficient algorithm used to compute the Discrete 
Fourier Transform (DFT).  The DFT and FFT transform a function from the time domain 
into the frequency domain, decomposing the signal into a Fourier series, a sum of a set 
of oscillating functions, sines and cosines, at different frequencies that describe a 
periodic signal.  The FFT outputs values of peak to peak amplitudes plotted with respect 
to frequency; the noticeable peaks in the spectrum indicate a significant frequency 
component in the vibration data. 
The frequency spectrums of all five locations at 3600 RPM is shown in Figure 5.12.  All 
proximity probes show their highest peak frequency at the running speed (3600 RPM), 
as expected. The frequency spectrum also shows a significant peak at around 7000 RPM, 
this is the second harmonic (2X) of the rotating speed and is common in rotating 
machinery, but should be monitored. 
Of note is the lack of a frequency peak at half the running speed (1/2X), this 1/2X peak 
is very common in two concentric cylinders rotation relative to each other and is 
commonly known as oil whirl.  When there is fluid contained in an annular region 
between two cylinders where one cylinder is rotating inside another, the fluid film is set 
into motion; the fluid next to the rotor will have the same velocity as the surface of the  
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rotor while the fluid next to the bearing will have zero velocity.  This velocity difference 
will create an average velocity profile slightly less than 1/2X, considering losses; this 
creates a precession of the shaft of about ! the running speed.  If this speed coincides 
with the critical speed of the pump, it could induce instability to the pump.  The fact that 
the oil whirl phenomenon is not significantly present could be due to the relatively low 
viscosity of water as well as many other factors, including the vertical position of the 
shaft.  The whirl phenomenon in this pump, or lack of it, merits further investigation. 
The three probe locations closest to the exit of the pump show small peak amplitudes at 
????????????????? ???????????? ???se is unknown, but the possibility of it being whirl 
should not be discarded.  Figure 5.14 ?????? ?? ?????? ??? ??? ???? ?????? ???????? ??????????
spectrum, the peak in discussion shows an amplitude of 0.25 mils peak to peak and 
merits further investigation and monitoring.  
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Figure 5.12 Frequency spectrum on shaft locations at 3600 RPM.
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Figure 5.13 Frequency spectrum on impeller locations at 3600 RPM.
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Figure 5.14 Shaft 3 frequency spectrum at 3600 RPM.  
To find natural frequencies of the pump, mode shapes and other useful vibration data for 
a wide range of speeds, ramp down tests are commonly performed.  The ramp down test 
consists of bringing the pump up to steady state at running speed, turning it off and 
saving the data whiles the pump coasts down to a stop.  The data on the ramp down 
performed in the ESP was analyzed by dividing it into several sections of data and 
performing an FFT on each section.  The frequency at which the maximum peak occurs 
can be approximated as the pump speed during that section of data, these results were 
then plotted in a three dimensional (pump speed, frequency and amplitude) graph in 
what is called a Waterfall plot.  The program used for the Waterfall plots can be found in 
Appendix F. 
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Nothing unusual is noticed from the waterfall plot of the shaft locations, shown in Figure 
5.15, the 1X and 2X of the rotating speed can be seen to increase normally with the 
rotating speed of the pump, as expected.  Rotating the waterfall plot 90 degrees, creates a 
two dimensional plot where the maximum amplitude of the frequency spectrum is 
plotted vs. the running speed. As can be perceived in Figure 5.16, there is a noticeable 
increase in the peak amplitude at around 1100 RPM.  This indicates that 1100 RPM 
could be a natural frequency of the system; this speed is dangerously close to the 1/2X 
that the oil whirl would occur, and if this is the case the whirl could go unstable and 
prove destructive to the pump.  Also, running the pump at this speed for long periods of 
time will produce excess vibrations due to resonance, the phenomenon of the natural 
frequency and oil whirl on this pump should be studied further in order to better 
understand the pump. 
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Figure 5.15 Waterfall plot for ramp down for all shaft locations, the top row corresponds 
to the first (inlet) shaft 
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Figure 5.16 Maximum of amplitude of waterfall plot vs. pump speed for all shaft 
locations. 
The waterfall plots for the impeller locations can be seen in Figure 5.17, these plots do 
not show anything at frequencies other than the running speed.  The maximum of the 
amplitude plot for the impellers, shown in Figure 5.18, displays the same peak amplitude 
at 1100 RPM for the first impeller; but it is not as noticeable in the second impeller Y 
probe, and non-existent on the X probe.  These results show that the pump needs further 
and more in-detail vibration analysis, including using the VFD to run at suspected 
resonant frequencies and/or using the VFD to create a more accurate waterfall plot by 
saving the data at a sequence of speeds instead of a ramp down. 
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Figure 5.17 Waterfall plot for ramp down all impeller locations, top row is the first 
(bottom) impeller location. 
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Figure 5.18 Maximum of amplitude of waterfall plot vs. pump speed for all shafts 
The orbits of the shaft locations during the ramp down are plotted in Figure 5.19, each 
row corresponds to a shaft location (top row is first location) while pump velocity 
decreases from left to right.  The plot shows the first two shaft locations to have a nearly 
circular orbit at high velocity and the orbits turning more elliptical as the speed 
decreases.  The third impeller shows an unrecognizable pattern at high velocity turning 
into a more recognizable elliptical pattern as the pump speed decreases. 
The same orbit plot, but for the impeller locations, can be seen in Figure 5.20.  The plot 
shows almost no change for the first impeller, while the second impeller seems to have a 
smaller diameter orbit as it slows down.   
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Figure 5.19 Orbit of the shaft locations with decreasing speed.
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Figure 5.20 Orbit of the impeller locations with decreasing speed.
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The accelerometers were used to determine the vibration in the casing of the pump.  The 
x and y axes of the accelerometers do not coincide with the X and Y axis of the 
proximity probes, but can be related via the following formula:  
? ? ????? ? ????? 5.1 
? ? ????? ? ????? 5.2 
The angle (?) for each accelerometer is shown in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Accelerometer angles relative to the proximity probe axes. 
Accelerometer Angle(?? 
Inlet 29? 
Outlet 21? 
  
The time domain data for accelerometers is impractical to analyze and an FFT needs to 
be performed in order to understand the casing vibration.  The FFT for all axes of the 
first (inlet) accelerometer is shown in Figure 5.21, besides the running frequency the 
accelerometer shows a smaller peak frequency at around 1800 CPM (1/2x) in the x 
direction.  This vibration is not noticeable in the x and y axes.   
The outlet accelerometer, its frequency spectrum displayed in Figure 5.22 shows a 
noticeable peak at around 1500 CPM in all three axes, the excitation of this frequency is 
unknown and further investigation is needed to determine if this frequency is related to 
the 1100 CPM frequency found during the ramp down. 
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Figure 5.21 Frequency spectrum at 3600 RPM inlet flange accelerometer. 
 
Figure 5.22 Frequency spectrum at 3600 RPM exit flange accelerometer. 
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To be able to compare the internal vibrations of the pump to the movement of the casing 
the data needs to be in the same units for the accelerometers and the proximity probes.  
To achieve this, the accelerometer data was transformed from acceleration to 
displacement.  To transform from acceleration to displacement for a function ? ?
??????? ? ?? ? ?????? ??? therefore the integral is found by dividing by ??, where ? is 
the frequency in ??? ?? , is shown in equation 5.3. 
???? ??? ? ?? ?????? ? ???
?
?? 5.3 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
domain and Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 show the results; the high values for the low 
frequencies are a result of the division by a very small number squared and can be 
considered noise, and ignored. 
Figure 5.23 shows no distinct frequency peaks along its spectrum, meaning that there is 
little vibration in the inlet part of the pump.  The displacement frequency spectrum for 
the accelerometer in the outlet part of the casing is shown in Figure 5.24, on this location 
the spectrum shows a noticeable frequency of around 2 mils in all three axes and a 
distinct 1/2X frequency peak in the X and Y axes.  To be able to relate both the internals 
of the pump to the casing a study of the relationship between the phase angles of the two 
could prove to be very valuable. 
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Figure 5.23 Frequency spectrum of displacement of inlet casing at 3600 RPM.
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Figure 5.24 Frequency spectrum of displacement of outlet casing at 3600 RPM.
Displacement of Casing Frequency Domain, A4, A5 and A6 at 3600 RPM
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5.3 Sand Analysis 
To make accurate estimates of flow rate and concentration of sand, the density of the 
sand was measured using a graduated cylinder.  To avoid measuring the empty spaces in 
between the sand as part of the volume (bulk density), water was placed in the graduated 
cylinder and its volume and weight measured.  Afterwards, sand was added to the 
graduated cylinder with water and the volume and weight again measured and noted.  
The weight and volume differences correspond to the weight and volume of the sand.   
The density of the sand was found to be 2.65, the results can be seen in Table 5.4.  Since 
the sand density does not change with temperature but the water density does, the values 
for specific gravity of the sand used in this investigation will be the density of the sand 
measured divided by the density of the water at the given temperature. 
Table 5.4 Density of sand measured in the laboratory. 
Mass Sand 
(kg) 
Volume 
Sand (mL) 
Density 
(g/cc) 
Uncertainty (g/cc) 
0.281818182 107 2.633814783 0.0245 
0.440909091 168 2.624458874 0.0156 
0.345454545 130 2.657342657 0.0203 
0.272727273 102 2.673796791 0.0259 
Mean 03627151077 (((
Standard Deviation 8380028C8/1 
The sieving results obtained for the first bag of sand used are shown in Table 5.5.  The 
majority (89.9%) is between 70 and 100 mesh (5.9 and 8.3 mils), approximately 8% of 
the sample was found to be 120 mesh (5 mils).  
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Table 5.5 Sieve analysis of Sample 1. 
E"%$-(9,&:;%(("A(F$*+-,( /30C( -=>( ((
G,>;(F&H,( 9,&:;%(F&,I,( 9,&:;%(F&,I,((
$A%,.(>;$J&':(<-=?(
9,&:;%((
"A(F$'K(
L,.#,'%((
E"%$-(58( 834/( 8340( 838/( 12345%
68( 8374( 837C( 838/( 12345%
78( 8374( /3/0( 8312( "62765%
48( 8375( /3//( 8316( "328#5%
/88( 8375( /30/( 8326( 792665%
/08( 8375( 8345( 83/( 32395%
L$'( 8341( 8342( 838/( 12345%
E"%$-( /30C( /88388M(
A picture of the sieved sand taken using the microscope and computer software is shown 
in Figure 5.25, the sand shown is 170 mesh (3.5 mils).  Table 5.6 shows the eccentricity 
value per mesh size for unused sand, the same data is shown in the form of a bar chart in 
Figure 5.26. 
 
Figure 5.25 Sieved sand picture taken with the microscope software with the 
measurements used to calculate the eccentricity.  The sand sample is 170 mesh. 
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Table 5.6 Average eccentricity and standard deviation for each mesh size. 
Mesh Size (mils) Mean ? ??
50 11.7 0.6810 0.1472 
60 9.8 0.6683 0.1298 
70 8.3 0.6809 0.0900 
80 7 0.6217 0.1294 
100 5.9 0.6621 0.0889 
120 4.9 0.6787 0.1301 
170 3.5 0.8011 0.1204 
200 2.9 0.8016 0.0777 
Pan 0 0.7607 0.0833 
Total 0.706233 
 
0.1254 
 
 
 
Figure 5.26 Mean eccentricity of sand for given mesh size. 
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6. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
To estimate the error involved in the measurements due to instruments accuracies and 
errors, the Kline and McClintock uncertainty analysis is used.  The Kline and 
McClintock analysis states that the error propagation on a measurement that depends on 
a number of individual variables, ? ? ???? ?? ? ? ? ?, is given by the following formula: 
?? ? ??
??
?? ???
?
? ?
??
?? ???
?
? ?
??
?? ???
?
? ? 6.1 
Where U refers to the error of each variable and includes bias error and precision error.  
Bias error is a constant error in the measurement and if known should be removed from 
the measured value [8], instrument manufacturers will usually specify bias error limits.  
Precision error is a random error due to instrument resolution, imperfections of the 
measuring system, procedures and human error among others.  Precision errors could be 
eliminated from the measured value by taking an infinite number of samples and 
averaging [8].  The values for the manufacturer stated error for each instrument used can 
be found in Table 6.1.  The errors of the instruments not specified by the manufacturers 
were estimated as one half the amount of the smallest resolution capable of being read 
by the instrument. 
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Table 6.1 Uncertainty for instruments used in the experiment. 
Instrument Range Error 
Accelerometers ±10 g 10% 
Coriolis Density Meter .8 to 1.2 g/cc ±.001 g/cc 
Coriolis Mass Flow Meter -25 to 200 kg/min ±.1 % 
Differential Pressure Transducer 0 to 400 in H2O ±.12% 
Graduated Cylinder 0 to 200 mL .5 mL 
Scale 0 to 20 lbs .005 lbs 
Pressure Transducer (250) 0 to 250 psi ±.08% span 
Pressure Transducer (500 psi) 0 to 500 psi ±.08% span 
Proximity Probes 10 to 90 mils ±6.5% 
Thermocouple -200 to 350?? 1 ?? 
6.1 Density of Water 
The density of water is found using the following equation: 
? ? ?
?? ? ?????????
???????? ? ?? ? ?????????? ?? ? ???????
? 
The uncertainty of the density of water increases with the temperature as shown in 
Figure 6.1, with a maximum uncertainty of .001 g/cc at 115 ?. 
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Figure 6.1  Uncertainty of water density measurement as a function of temperature. 
6.2 Volume Flow Rate Feed Pump 
The volumetric flow rate of the feed pump is calculated using equation 4.1.   
??? ? ?????? ? ?? ? ? ? ?
????? ???  4.1 
 The value of d is the orifice diameter, which is given and can be assumed to have an 
uncertainty of zero, K is a function of d, so it also has an uncertainty of zero.  The 
uncertainty of the pressure difference is the error due to the differential pressure 
transmitter and is given in Table 6.1, and the uncertainty of the density of the water is 
shown in Figure 6.1.  The uncertainty for the feed pump flow rate at BEP (1150 gpm) 
was found to be 1.33 gpm (.1 %). 
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6.3 Slurry Pump Volume Flow Rate 
The slurry pump volume flow rate is calculated by the formula ? ? ??? , the uncertainty 
was calculated for a 40 gpm flow rate the pump run at during normal operating 
conditions is 0.05 gpm (.1%). 
6.4 Hydraulic Power  
The hydraulic power used ? ? ???????, where h is the head in psi and Q is the sum of 
the slurry pump flow rate and the feed pump flow rate in gpm.  The head is simply the 
difference between the outlet and inlet pressure and its uncertainty is a constant 0.45 psi.  
The uncertainty of the hydraulic power at BEP (115 HP) was calculated as 0.33 HP      
(.3 %).  
6.5 Density of Sand 
The density of sand was found using a graduated cylinder and a weighing scale.  The 
formula for density is ? ? ? ?? , with the known error values of the scale and the 
cylinder the maximum error for the density of sand is found to be .0259 g/cc (6.8%). 
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6.6 Mass Flow Rate of Sand 
The mass flow rate of sand is calculated using equation 4.5: 
 ?? ? ?
?? ? ?
??
?? ??
?? ? ???? ?
 4.5 
The uncertainties of ?? ? and ?? are listed in Table 6.1 as .1% and .001 respectively.  
The uncertainty of sand is a function of temperature and can be seen in Figure 6.1 and 
the uncertainty of the density of the sand was calculated as .0259 g/cc.  Given these 
numbers, at a flow rate of 55 gpm in the slurry pump, the uncertainty of the mass flow 
rate of sand is .43kg/min for a mass flow rate of approximately 4 kg/min (10%). The 
uncertainty of the mass flow rate of sand could be reduced by decreasing the mass flow 
rate of the slurry pump, which would effectively increase the mass flow rate of sand 
being measured; however, this option increases the chances of the sand settling in the 
pipe, which is undesired.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS  
This work describes the design, operation and baseline testing of an Electrical 
Submersible Pump (ESP) erosion test rig in the Turbomachinery Laboratory.  The 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
expectancy and performance.  The final results of this investigation will take a long time 
to acquire ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
Due to depleted oil reservoirs around the world, oil companies are driving to find and 
extract oil from harder to reach places where environments are extreme and operation is 
costly.  These extreme environments increase the cost of equipment changeover 
??????????????? ?????? ???? ?????????? ??? ????????? ???? ???????????? ?????????? ? ???? ????????
described will give oil companies, such as Shell, a tool to investigate the damages due to 
fine, un-filterable sands; not only on pumps, but a multitude of other equipment that 
requires it. 
The study presented describes a test rig with the capability of introducing, measuring the 
concentration and separating sands as fine as 270 mesh (2 mil diameter).  The rig 
provides enough flexibility to be used with a wide range of conditions and of equipment, 
including valves, seals, chokes and pumps.  It can also be used in the future to 
investigate other types of pumps, not limited to ESPs.      
This analysis described the running of the ESP with clean water and without the effects 
of sand erosion (0 run hours of sand).  Performance data to generate pump curves was 
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?????? ???? ???? ??????? ????????? ??? ????? ??? ??????????? ?????????? ????? ???? ????????? ????
analyzed.  The results found will be used in conjunction with the results found during 
and after erosion of the pump to draw conclusions that could help: 
? Better understand the workings of an ESP and the erosion and abrasion effects 
on its performance and life expectancy. 
? Recommend operating conditions or ranges to extend the life of the pump. 
? Compare performance and vibration data to physical damage in the pump to 
allow the engineers to make inferences on the condition of the pump. 
? Improve design of the pump. 
???? ??????? ?????? ????? ??????????? ?nd brake horsepower, when compared to the 
??????????????? ???????? ???? ?????????????? ???????? ???? ??????? ???? ????? ??????? ????????
investigation.  The efficiency of the pump, however, is similar to the efficiency specified 
by the manufacturer.  
The vibration analysis indicates several trends such as the suspected resonant frequency 
at 1100 CPM.  It also shows several traits that appear to be random and unexplained.  
The vibration data needs more detailed analysis and the pump should be modeled using 
software, such as XLTRC, to be able to draw conclusion about the behavior of the pump.  
The data from the accelerometers should be transformed, by integration, into velocity 
and displacement in an effort to obtain more useful and specific information, including 
possible correlations between the accelerometer and proximity probes.  These 
correlations could help an engineer in the field make deductions on the internal 
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vibrations of a pump by analyzing the external (casing) accelerations.  The unusually 
large runout on the first impeller should also be investigated further.  Finally, the pump 
should be disassembled and the pump runout on each proximity probe location should be 
obtained using a lathe, the vibration data should then be retaken after assembly, and 
compared to the data prior to disassembly to correlate the runout or dynamic behavior to 
assembling variances. It is therefore recommended that the vibration data taken before, 
during and after erosion testing be analyzed by a student and a separate thesis be 
perform??????????????????????-dynamics. 
This work has only skimmed the surface of the abundance of data and knowledge that 
could be gained during these experiments.  The data and results obtained from these 
studies will help engineers make more educated decisions to extend the life of an ESP 
when running it deep-sea. 
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APPENDIX C  
CALIBRATION CURVES 
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APPENDIX D  
DEVELOPMENT OF SAND MASS FLOW RATE AND SAND CONCENTRATION 
EQUATIONS 
The known values are  ??, ?? ?, ??, and ??, where the subscript ? is the mixture in the 
slurry pump (sand and water), ? refers to the water in the slurry pump only, and ? is the 
sand.  With these values the mass flow rate of sand (?? ?) can be found and used to 
calculate the concentration. 
The mass flow rate of the mixture is equal to the sum of the mass flow rate of the sand 
and the water:  ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ?.  Given that ?? ? ?? and ?? ? ?? ? ??, 
???? ? ???? ? ???? 
???? ? ???? ? ??? ? ????? 
???? ? ???? ? ?? ? ? ?? ?
??
??
 
???? ? ???? ? ?? ? ? ?? ?
??
??
 
 ?? ? ?
?? ? ?
?? ?
?? ??
? ? ????
 4.5 
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To calculate the concentration (g/lit): ? ? ?? ? ???  and ?? ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? , 
arranging for units: 
? ? ????
?? ?
???????? ?
??? ? ??? ??
??
 4.6 
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APPENDIX E  
INSTRUMENTATION WIRING 
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Figure E.1 Pressure transducers and level switches wiring diagram. 
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Figure E.2  Connections box cabling nomenclature (see Table E.1). 
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Table E.1 Connections box cable legend.  Black lettering indicates first module single 
ended, red indicates first module differential, green indicates second module, yellow is 
third module and blue is not connected.  
Number Colors Instrument Instrument No. NIQ Ch 
A1 blue/black Coriolis Flow Meter FM2 (Mass FR) Diff 0 (AI0,AI8) 
A2 green/black Coriolis Flow Meter FM2 (Density) Diff 1 (AI1,AI9) 
A3 red/white Pinch Valve Output V3 Mod 2 AO 0 (0,1) 
A4 brown/black   AI2 
A5 yellow/black   AI10 
A6 white/black   AI3 
A7 red/black   AI11 
A8 orange/black   AI4 
A9 green/red   AI12 
     
B-10 yellow/black PT1 (Outlet Pressure)  AI5 
B-11 red/black PT2   AI13 
B-12 blue/black PT3  AI6 
B-13 green/black PT4  AI14 
B-14 white/black PT5 (Inlet Pressure)  AI7 
B-15 brown/black   AI15 
     
C Coaxial PT6 Diff Pressure Gauge (OFM) FM1 Diff 21 (AI21,AI29) 
     
D1 blue/black   AI16 
D2 green/black Tank Level Sensor (M) FS2 AI24 
D3 red/white Tank Level Sensor (H) FS3 AI17 
D4 brown/black Sand Level Sensor (L) LS4 AI25 
D5 yellow/black Sand Level Sensor (M) LS5 Diff 18 (AI18,AI26) 
D6 white/black VFD2 (Feed Pump) Output  Mod 3 AO0 (0,1) 
D7 red/black VFD2 (Feed Pump) Input  Diff 19 (Ai19,Ai27) 
D8 orange/black VFD3 (Slurry Pump) Output  Mod 3 AO1 (2,3) 
D9 green/red VFD3 (Slurry Pump) Input  Diff 20 (AI20,AI28) 
     
E10 yellow/black VFD4 output (Auger) VFD4 Mod 2 AO1 (2,3) 
E11 red/black VFD4 input (Auger) VFD4 Diff (AI22,AI30) 
E12 blue/black    
E13 green/black    
E14 white/black    
E15 brown/black    
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APPENDIX F  
MATLAB  PROGRAMS 
Pump Curve Loading Data Program 
"#"!
"#$%&!%##!
'(%&()*!
+,&$)-./,(012&$!34,!',&$!(5-'!-'!(5$!&-65(!7%(%8!039.:1:!
!!
!!!!!!;<5$!"4#,=.'!-.!(5$!>-#$!'54,#7!?$!4&6%.-@$7!-.!(5$!>4##4A-.6!!
!!!!!!;4&7$&!B+C!>#4A!&%($0=:D!B+C!>#4A!&%($!07$E:D!F$%7!0=:D!F$%7!
07$E:D!
!!!!!!;B#$"(&-"%#!C4A$&!0GH:!A-(5!.4!"4#,=.'!%>($&!
!!!
!!!!I%'()-./,(01H5%(!-'!(5$!#%'(!&4A!(4!?$!&$%781D!1'1:J!!
!!!->!-'$=/(30I%'(:!
!!!!!!!I%'()*KL!
!!$.7!
!!!C,=/M,&E$N%(%)!O#'&$%701BPQ<%=,Q<,&?4#%?QN%(%QR%(#%?QC,=/!
M,&E$QC,=/M,&E$N%(%*SO#'O1D1T.(-(#$71DU1%VP$1D.,=V'(&0I%'(:W:J!!;+$#$"(!
>-#$!%.7!7%(%!&%.6$!
Pump Curve Program 
"#"!
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!!!!!!$.7!
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!!
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!!X=/N%(%0PD*:)C,=/M,&E$N%(%0PD*:J!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;`#4A!Y%($!-'!
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'$(0%O0V:D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
54#7!%##!
5Z)/#4(0OD30PDV::J!
'$(06$(0%O0*:D1e#%?$#1:D1+(&-.61D1F$%7!0/'-:D!c&%G$!F4&'$/4A$&!
0FC:1D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
'$(0%O0*:D1fM4#4&1D1?#%"G1D1eM4#4&1D1?#%"G1:!
!!
'$(06$(0%O0V:D1e#%?$#1:D1+(&-.61D1B>>-"-$."31D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:!
3#-=0%O0V:DUL!*W:J!
3#)6$(06"%D1eI-=1:J!
3#-=0%O0*:DU3#0*:9V!3#0V:a*SKW:J!
'$(0%O0V:D1e<-"GR47$1D12,(41:J!
'$(0%O0*:D1e<-"GR47$1D12,(41:J!
O#%?$#01`#4A!Y%($!0gCR:1:J!
(-(#$0U<-(#$D!1!h.$!+(%6$1W:J!
'$(05*D1I-.$+(3#$1D1a1:J!
'$(05VD1#-.$'(3#$1D1S1D1R%&G$&B76$M4#4&1D161:J!
'$(05ZD1#-.$'(3#$1D171D1R%&G$&B76$M4#4&1D1&1:J!
'$(0%O0*:D1eI-=R47$1D12,(41:!
3#)6$(06"%D1eI-=1:J!
3#-=0%O0*:DUL!*LLW:J!
%O$'0%O0V::!
#$6)#$6$.701B>>-"-$."31D1F$%71D1c&%G$!F4&'$/4A$&1:J!
'$(0#$6D1"4#4&1D1A5-($1:J!
6&-70%O0*:D14.1:!
!!
!!
!!
$.7!
'$(0U%O0*:!%O0V:WD!1f<-"GR47$1D!12,(41:J!
O#-=0U%O0V:WD1%,(41:J!
O#-=0U%O0*:WD1%,(41:J!
Pump Curve Comparison Program  
"#"!
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"#$%&!X=/N%(%!3!C5$%7!CB>>!CB#C4A!O!N->5$%7!N->B>>!N->B#C4A!
"#4'$!%##!
'(%&()*J!
<)SLLLVJ!
!!
;!<5-'!/&46&%=!/&4E-7$'!%!A%3!(4!"4=/%&$!(5$!%.3!4?(%-.$7!/,=/!",&E$!(4!
%!!
;!/,=/!",&E$!4?(%-.$7!A5$.!(5$!/,=/!A%'!?&%.7!.$AS!!<5$!&$',#('!
4?(%-.$7!!
;!A-##!?$!-.!/$&"$.(!7->>$&$."$!A-(5!&$'/$"(!(4!?%'$#-.$S!
!!
!!
;I4%7!7%(%!,'-.6!(5$!I4%7i7%(%i>&4=i$O"$#i>-#$!-.!(5$!'%=$!>4#7$&S!
!!
!!
!!
YCR)-./,(01H5%(!-'!(5$!YCR!4>!(5$!($'(81:J!
->!-'$=/(30YCR:!
!!YCR)Z[LL!
$.7!
<-(#$)U1C,=/!M,&E$!%(!1D!.,=V'(&0YCR:D!1!YCR1W!!
!!
!!
#)#$.6(50C,=/M,&E$N%(%0PD*::J!
>4&!.)#P\*P*!
!!!!!!->!C,=/M,&E$N%(%0.DV:]*V!^^!C,=/M,&E$N%(%0.D_:]*L!!!;N$#$($!%##!
&4A'!A-(5!5-65!'(%.7%&7!7$E-%(-4.'!-.!5$%7!4&!>#4A!
!!!!!!!!!!C,=/M,&E$N%(%0.DP:)UWJ!
!!!!!!$.7!
$.7!!!!
!!
!!X=/N%(%0PD*:)C,=/M,&E$N%(%0PD*:J!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;`#4A!Y%($!-'!
`-&'(!M4#,=.!
!!X=/N%(%0PDV:)C,=/M,&E$N%(%0PDZ:J!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;F$%7!-'!<5-&7!
M4#,=.!
!!X=/N%(%0PDZ:)C,=/M,&E$N%(%0PDK:a*SZaSbZ[J!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;B#$"(&-"%#!
C4A$&!>&4=!(5$!>->(5!"4#,=.!-'!"5%.6$7!(4!cFC!
!!X=/N%(%0PDK:)0X=/N%(%0PD*:SaX=/N%(%0PDV::9*d*_J!!!!!!!;`#,-7!
F4&'$/4A$&!-'!"%#",#%($7!>&4=!F$%7!%.7!`#4A!Y%($!!!!
!!X=/N%(%0PD_:)X=/N%(%0PDK:S9X=/N%(%0PDZ:J!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;B>>-"-$."3!-'!
"%#",#%($7!,'-.6!>#,-7!FC!%.7!B#$"(&-"%#!FC!
!!!
!!
O)X=/N%(%0PD*:J!
30PD*:)X=/N%(%0PDV:J!!!!;3*)5$%7!!
30PDV:)X=/N%(%0PDZ:J!!!!;3V)B#$"(&-"%#!C4A$&!
30PDZ:)X=/N%(%0PD_:J!!!!;3Z)B>>-"-$."3!
!!
!!!
>-6,&$!0*:!
'$(06"%D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
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U%OD!5*D!5VW)/#4(330OD30PD*:DOD30PDZ::J!
'$(0%O0V:D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:!
54#7!%##!
5Z)/#4(0OD30PDV::J!
'$(06$(0%O0*:D1e#%?$#1:D1+(&-.61D1F$%7!0/'-:D!c&%G$!F4&'$/4A$&!
0FC:1D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
'$(0%O0*:D1fM4#4&1D1?#%"G1D1eM4#4&1D1?#%"G1:!
!!
'$(06$(0%O0V:D1e#%?$#1:D1+(&-.61D1B>>-"-$."31D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:!
3#-=0%O0V:DUL!*W:J!
3#)6$(06"%D1eI-=1:J!
3#-=0%O0*:DUKL!KKLW:J!
'$(0%O0V:D1e<-"GR47$1D12,(41:J!
'$(0%O0*:D1e<-"GR47$1D12,(41:J!
O#%?$#01`#4A!Y%($!0gCR:1:J!
(-(#$0U<-(#$D!1!<5&$$!+(%6$'1W:J!
'$(05*D1I-.$+(3#$1D1a1:J!
'$(05VD1#-.$'(3#$1D1S1D1R%&G$&B76$M4#4&1D161:J!
'$(05ZD1#-.$'(3#$1D171D1R%&G$&B76$M4#4&1D1&1:J!
!!
!!
!!
5$%7>-()>-(0OD30PD*:D1/4#3V1:J!
B#C4A>-()>-(0OD30PDV:D1/4#3V1:J!
B>>>-()>-(0OD30PDZ:D1/4#3V1:J!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
"5$%7)!UjSZdd$\LLd!!!!\LS*Zbj!!!Z__SbWJ!!;!c%'$#-.$!M4$>>-"-$.(!E%#,$'!
4>!",&E$!>-(!>4&!5$%7!0(%G$.!>&4=!>-&'(!($'(:!
"B#C4A)U!\ZS[KK$\LLK!!!LS*L_!!bLS*ZWJ!
"B>>>-()U\KSLK_$\LLd!!!LSLL*Ldb!!!LS*jjjWJ!
!!
>4&!-)*P#$.6(50O:!
!!!!C5$%70-:)0"5$%70*:a0O0-::kV:l0"5$%70V:a0O0-:::l"5$%70Z:J!
!!!!N->5$%70-:)00C5$%70-:\30-D*::9030-D*:::a*LLJ!!!
!!!!CB#C4A0-:)0"B#C4A0*:a0O0-::kV:l0"B#C4A0V:a0O0-:::l"B#C4A0Z:J!
!!!!N->B#C4A0-:)00CB#C4A0-:\30-DV::9030-DV:::a*LLJ!
!!!!CB>>0-:)0"B>>>-(0*:a0O0-::kV:l0"B>>>-(0V:a0O0-:::l"B>>>-(0Z:J!
!!!!N->B>>0-:)00CB>>0-:\30-DZ::9030-DZ:::a*LLJ!
!!!!!
$.7!
/$&"7->>$&$."$5$%7)=$%.0N->5$%7:J!!!!!!!;N->>$&$."$!?$(A$$.!(5$!",&&$.(!
/,=/!",&E$!%.7!(5$!?%'$#-.$!",&E$!-.!C$&"$.(!
=%O7->>$&$."$5$%7)=%O0N->5$%7:J!
/$&"7->>$&$."$B#C4A)=$%.0N->B#C4A:J!!!!!!;N->>$&$."$!?$(A$$.!(5$!
",&&$.(!/,=/!",&E$!%.7!(5$!?%'$#-.$!",&E$!-.!C$&"$.(!
=%O7->>$&$."$B#C4A)=%O0N->B#C4A:J!!
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/$&"7->>$&$."$B>>)=$%.0N->B>>:J!!!!!!!!;N->>$&$."$!?$(A$$.!(5$!",&&$.(!
/,=/!",&E$!%.7!(5$!?%'$#-.$!",&E$!-.!C$&"$.(!
=%O7->>$&$."$B>>)=%O0N->B>>:J!
!!
>-6,&$!0*:!
54#7!%##!
/#4(0ODC5$%7D!1?\1:!
/#4(0ODCB#C4AD!1&\1:!
'$(0%O0*:D1eI-=R47$1D12,(41:!
3#)6$(06"%D1eI-=1:J!
3#-=0%O0*:DUKL!KKLW:J!
%O$'0%O0V::!
54#7!%##!
/#4(0ODCB>>D!16\1:!
#$6)#$6$.701B>>-"-$."31D1c%'$#-.$!B>>1D1F$%71D1c&%G$!
F4&'$/4A$&1D1c%'$#-.$!F$%71D1c%'$#-.$!cFC1:J!
'$(0#$6D1`4.(+-@$1D*_:!
'$(0#$6D1"4#4&1D1A5-($1:!
'$(0U%O0*:!%O0V:WD!1f<-"GR47$1D!12,(41:J!
O#-=0U%O0V:WD1%,(41:J!
O#-=0U%O0*:WD1%,(41:J!
;M&$%($!=%(&-O!A-(5!C$&"$.(!N->>$&$."$!%.7!R%O!N->>$&$."$!
N->>0*D*:)/$&"7->>$&$."$5$%7J!
N->>0*DV:)=%O7->>$&$."$5$%7J!
N->>0VD*:)/$&"7->>$&$."$B#C4AJ!
N->>0VDV:)=%O7->>$&$."$B#C4AJ!
N->>0ZD*:)/$&"7->>$&$."$B>>J!
N->>0ZDV:)=%O7->>$&$."$B>>J!
!!
6&-70%O0*:D14.1:!
Accelerometer Program 
;C#4(!>>(!%.794&!(-=$!74=%-.!-.!/%-&'!4>!/&4O!/&4?$'!
"#"!
"#$%&!O!>>(!#!%""(47-'/!!
"#4'$!%##!
<)SLLLV!
!!
YCRm)-./,(01H5%(!-'!(5$!YCR81D1'1:J!
!!!!->!'(&"=/0YCRmD1L1:^^-'$=/(30YCRm:!
!!!!!!!!YCRm)YCRJ!
!!!!$.7!
!!!!YCR)YCRm!
+,&$)-./,(01F%E$!34,!#4%7$7!(5$!"4&&$"(!7%(%!(4!(5$!N%(%!>-#$81D!1'1:J!
+`)-./,(0U1X'!1D.,=V'(&0*90*LLLa<::D1GF@!34,&!'%=/#-.6!>&$m,$."381WD!
1'1:J!
->!'(&"=/0+`D1.1:!
!!!!!!!!<)'(&V.,=0-./,(01H5%(!-'!(5$!'%=/#-.6!&%($!0-.!'$"4.7':81D1'1::!
$.7!
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C#()-./,(0U1H5%(!74!34,!A%.(!(4!/#4(8!*P!<-=$!74=%-.D!VP!``<D!Z!
N-'/#%"$=$.(!``<1WD!1'1:J!
#)*LLL!
#>>()KLL!
`-#$)1S>-61!
!!
->!-'$=/(30+,&$:^^'(&"=/0+,&$D131:^^'(&"=/0+,&$D1e1:!
!!!!!
!!
!!->!'(&V.,=0C#(:))!*!!!
>4&!n)*VPZP*K!!;C#4(!2""$#$&4=$($&'!-.!(-=$!74=%-.!
!!!!>-6,&$0n\**:!
!!!!',?/#4(0VDVDU*!ZW:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#Dn::J!!
!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\**:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!
!!!!3#%?$#012""$#$&%(-4.!06:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!O#%?$#01(-=$!
0':1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!
!!!!',?/#4(0VDVDV:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#Dnl*::J!!
!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\*L:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:!
!!!!3#%?$#012""$#$&%(-4.!06:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!O#%?$#01(-=$!
0':1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!
!!!!',?/#4(0VDVD_:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#DnlV::J!
!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\b:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:!
!!!!3#%?$#012""$#$&%(-4.!06:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!O#%?$#01(-=$!
0':1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!
!!!!!
!!!!U%O_D5ZW)',/#%?$#0!U1<-=$!N4=%-.!21D.,=V'(&0n\**:D1D!21D.,=V'(&0n\
*L:D!1!%.7!21D.,=V'(&0n\b:D1!%(!1D!.,=V'(&0YCR:D!1!YCR1WD1(1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!/4'*)6$(05**D1h,($&C4'-(-4.1:J!
!!!!/4'Z)6$(05ZZD1h,($&C4'-(-4.1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZZD1h,($&C4'-(-4.1DU0/4'Z0*:l0/4'Z0Z:\/4'*0Z::9V:!
0/4'Z0V:l0/4'Z0_:\/4'*0_::9V:!/4'*0Z:!/4'*0_:W:J!
!!!!$.7!
!!$.7!
!!->!'(&V.,=0C#(:))V!
!!!!>4&!=)VP*d!!;N4!>>(!
!!!!!!!!O)N%(%0PD=:J!
!!!!U3D>D!%.6W)>>(i7%(%0OD<:J!!;C$&>4&=!``<!
!!!!>>(0PD*:)>J!
!!!!>>(0PD=:)3J!
!!!!$.7!
!!!!!
!!!!>4&!n)*VPZP*K!!;C#4(!2""$#$&4=$($&'!
!!!!>-6,&$0n\*:!
!!!!5**)',?/#4(0VDVD*:J!/#4(0>>(0VP#>>(D*:D>>(0VP#>>(Dn::J!!!!!
!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\**:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!
!!!!3#%?$#012""$#$&%(-4.!06!/G\/G:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!
O#%?$#0U1`&$m,$."3!0MCR:1WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!
!!!!5VV)',?/#4(0VDVDV:J!/#4(0>>(0VP#>>(D*:D>>(0VP#>>(Dnl*::J!!!
!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\*L:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!
!!!!3#%?$#012""$#$&%(-4.!06!/G\/G:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!
O#%?$#0U1`&$m,$."3!0MCR:1WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!
!!!!5ZZ)',?/#4(0VDVDUZ!_W:J!/#4(0>>(0VP#>>(D*:D>>(0VP#>>(Dnl*::J!!!
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!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\b:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!
!!!!3#%?$#012""$#$&%(-4.!06!/G\/G:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!
O#%?$#0U1`&$m,$."3!0MCR:1WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!
!!!!U%O_D5ZW)',/#%?$#0!U1``<!21D.,=V'(&0n\**:D1D!21D.,=V'(&0n\*L:D!1!
%.7!21D.,=V'(&0n\b:D1!%(!1D!.,=V'(&0YCR:D!1!YCR1WD1(1:J!
!!!!55)U5**!5VV!5ZZWJ!
!!!!'$(055D13#-=1DUL!SVW:!
!!!!'$(05ZD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!!
!!!!/4'*)6$(05**D1h,($&C4'-(-4.1:J!
!!!!/4'Z)6$(05ZZD1h,($&C4'-(-4.1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZZD1h,($&C4'-(-4.1DU0/4'Z0*:l0/4'Z0Z:\/4'*0Z::9V:!
0/4'Z0V:l0/4'Z0_:\/4'*0_::9V:!/4'*0Z:!/4'*0_:W:J!
!!!!$.7!
!!$.7!
!!!
!!->!'(&V.,=0C#(:))Z!
!!!!>4&!n)*VPZP*K!!;C#4(!2""$#$&4=$($&'!
!!!!!!!!O)N%(%0PD=:J!
!!!!U3D>D!%.6W)>>(i7%(%0OD<:J!!;C$&>4&=!``<!
!!!!>>(0PD*:)>J!
!!!!>>(0PDV:)3J!
!!!!>>(0PDZ:)%.6J!
!!!!%""(47-'/0PD*:)>>(0PD*:J!
!!!!%""(47-'/0PD=:)>>(0PD=:aZj[_LLS90Va/-a%""(47-'/0PD*::J!
!!!!
!!!!!
!!!!!!!
!!!!!
!!!!>-6,&$0n\*:!
!!!!5**)',?/#4(0VDVD*:J!/#4(0%""(47-'/0ZP#>>(D*:D%""(47-'/0ZP#>>(Dn::J!!!!!
!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\**:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!
!!!!3#%?$#01N-'/#%"$=$.(!0=-#'!/G\/G:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!
O#%?$#0U1`&$m,$."3!0MCR:1WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!
!!!!5VV)',?/#4(0VDVDV:J!
/#4(0%""(47-'/0ZP#>>(D*:D%""(47-'/0ZP#>>(Dnl*::J!!!
!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\*L:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!
!!!!3#%?$#01N-'/#%"$=$.(!0=-#'!/G\/G:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!
O#%?$#0U1`&$m,$."3!0MCR:1WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!
!!!!5ZZ)',?/#4(0VDVDUZ!_W:J!
/#4(0%""(47-'/0ZP#>>(D*:D%""(47-'/0ZP#>>(DnlV::J!!!
!!!!(-(#$0U121D.,=V'(&0n\b:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!
!!!!3#%?$#01N-'/#%"$=$.(!0=-#'!/G\/G:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!!!
O#%?$#0U1`&$m,$."3!0MCR:1WD1`4.(+-@$1D*[:J!!
!!!!U%O_D5ZW)',/#%?$#0!U1N-'/#%"$=$.(!4>!M%'-.6!`&$m,$."3!N4=%-.D!
21D.,=V'(&0n\**:D1D!21D.,=V'(&0n\*L:D!1!%.7!21D.,=V'(&0n\b:D1!%(!1D!
.,=V'(&0YCR:D!1!YCR1WD1(1:J!
!!!!!
!!!!'$(05ZD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!#-.G%O$'0U5**!5VV!5ZZWD131:J!
!!!!'$(05**D!13#-=1D!UL!*LW:J!
!!!!!
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!!!!/4'*)6$(05**D1h,($&C4'-(-4.1:J!
!!!!/4'Z)6$(05ZZD1h,($&C4'-(-4.1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZZD1h,($&C4'-(-4.1DU0/4'Z0*:l0/4'Z0Z:\/4'*0Z::9V:!
0/4'Z0V:l0/4'Z0_:\/4'*0_::9V:!/4'*0Z:!/4'*0_:W:J!
!!!!!
;!!!!!'%E$%'0>-6,&$0n\*:DUU1``<!21D.,=V'(&0n\**:D1D!21D.,=V'(&0n\*L:D!1!
%.7!21D.,=V'(&0n\b:D1!%(!1D!.,=V'(&0YCR:D!1!YCR1W!`-#$W:!
!!!!$.7!
!!$.7!
!!!!!
$.7!
!
FFT Program 
!
>,."(-4.!U3D>D!%.6W)>>(i7%(%0OD<:!
"#$%&!>!
;!!!`,."(-4.!(4!/$&>4&=!``<!%.%#3'-'!4.!7-'"&$($!'-6.%#!O!'%=/#$7!%(!
(-=$!<!
!!
!!
3)>>(0O:J!#$.)#$.6(50O:J!
!!
;!!!`4&=!%!>&$m,$."3!'"%#$P!
>=%O)*9<J!>)#-.'/%"$0LD>=%OD#$.:J!
;!!!N-'"%&7!'$"4.7!5%#>!4>!/4-.('P!
>0>#44&0#$.9V:P#$.:)UWJ!30>#44&0#$.9V:P#$.:)UWJ!
%.6!)!%.6#$03:J!
;!!!27n,'(!%=/#-(,7$!
3)%?'03aV9#$.6(50O::J!
>)>a[LJ!
!!
!!
->0.%&64,(!))!V:!
!!!!%.6!)!UWJ!
$.7!
Impeller Prox Probe Program 
;C#4(!>>(!%.794&!(-=$!74=%-.!-.!/%-&'!4>!/&4O!/&4?$'!
"#"!
"#$%&!O!>>(!#!5!
"#4'$!%##!
<)SLLLV!
!!
<-(#$m)-./,(01<3/$!(5$!(-(#$!0L!4&!$.($&!>4&!'%=$:1D1'1:J!
!!!!->!'(&"=/0<-(#$mD1L1:^^-'$=/(30<-(#$m:!
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!!!!!!!!<-(#$m)<-(#$!
!!!!$.7!
!!!!<-(#$)<-(#$m!
+,&$)-./,(01F%E$!34,!#4%7$7!(5$!"4&&$"(!7%(%!(4!(5$!N%(%!>-#$81D!1'1:J!
+`)-./,(0U1X'!1D.,=V'(&0*90*LLLa<::D1GF@!34,&!'%=/#-.6!>&$m,$."381WD!
1'1:J!
->!'(&"=/0+`D1.1:!
!!!!!!!!<)'(&V.,=0-./,(01H5%(!-'!(5$!'%=/#-.6!&%($!0-.!'$"4.7':81D1'1::!
$.7!
C#()-./,(0U1H5%(!74!34,!A%.(!(4!/#4(8!*P!<-=$!74=%-.D!VP!``<1WD!1'1:J!
#)*dKL!
#>>()dKL!
7-'")*bbbb!
'(%&()*!
!!
O0PDP:)N%(%0'(%&(P7-'"DP:J!
!!
->!-'$=/(30+,&$:^^'(&"=/0+,&$D131:^^'(&"=/0+,&$D1e1:!
!!
!!
!!
!!->!'(&V.,=0C#(:))!*!!!
!!
!!!!>-6,&$0*:!
!!!!50*:)',?/#4(0VDVD*:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#D_:D1?\1:J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#01CCZ1D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!
!!!!50V:)',?/#4(0VDVDV:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#DK:D1?\1:J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CC_1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!!
!!!!50Z:)',?/#4(0VDVDZ:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#Dj:D1?\1:J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CCd1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!!
!!!!50_:)',?/#4(0VDVD_:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#Db:D1?\1:J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CCj1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!!'$(05D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:!
!!!!U%O*D5*W)',/#%?$#01(-=$0':1:J!
!!!!U%OVD5VW)',/#%?$#01N-'/#%"$=$.(!0=-#':1D!131:J!
!!!!U%O_D5ZW)',/#%?$#0!U1<-=$!N4=%-.!1!<-(#$WD1(1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZD1`4.(+-@$1DV_:J!
!!!!'$(05*D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!'$(05VD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!!
!!!!!
!!
!!
!!$.7!
!!->!'(&V.,=0C#(:))V!
!!!!>4&!=)VP**!!;N4!>>(!
!!!!!!!!O)N%(%0PD=:J!
!!!!U3D>D!%.6W)>>(i7%(%0OD<:J!!;C$&>4&=!``<!
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!!!!>>(0PD*:)>J!
!!!!>>(0PD=:)3J!
!!!!$.7!
!!!!!
!!!!!;C#4(!X.($&.%#!C&4O-=-(3!C&4?$'!
!!!!!>-6,&$0*:!
!!!!50*:)',?/#4(0VDVD*:J!/#4(0>>(0VP#>>(D*:D>>(0VP#>>(D_::J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#01CCZ1D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!50V:)',?/#4(0VDVDV:J!/#4(0>>(0VP#>>(D*:D>>(0VP#>>(DK::J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CC_1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!50Z:)',?/#4(0VDVDZ:J!/#4(0>>(0VP#>>(D*:D>>(0VP#>>(Dj::J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CCd1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!50_:)',?/#4(0VDVD_:J!/#4(0>>(0VP#>>(D*:D>>(0VP#>>(Db::J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CCj1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!!!!U%O*D5*W)',/#%?$#01`&$m,$."3!0MCR:1:J!
!!!!U%OVD5VW)',/#%?$#012=/#-(,7$!0=-#'!/$%G!(4!/$%G:1D131:J!
!!!!U%O_D5ZW)',/#%?$#0!U1``<!X=/$##$&'!1!<-(#$DWD1(1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZD1`4.(+-@$1DV_:J!
!!!!'$(05VD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!'$(05*D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!'$(05D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:!
!!!!!
;!!!!!'%E$%'0>-6,&$0n\*:DU<-(#$D!1!``<!CC1D.,=V'(&0n\*:D!1!%.7!
CC1D.,=V'(&0n:D!`-#$W:!
!!!!!
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!!!!!
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!!!!#-=*)6$(050n:D13#-=1:J!
!!!!#-=V)6$(050nl*:D13#-=1:J!
!!!!=%O3)=%O0#-=*D#-=V:J!
!!!!#-.G%O$'0U50n:!50nl*:WD131:J!
!!!!'$(050n:D!13#-=1D!=%O3:J!
$.7!
!!
$.7!
Shaft Prox Probe Program 
;C#4(!>>(!%.794&!(-=$!74=%-.!-.!/%-&'!4>!/&4O!/&4?$'!
"#"!
"#$%&!O!>>(!#!5!
"#4'$!%##!
<)SLLLV!
!!
<-(#$m)-./,(01<3/$!(5$!(-(#$!0L!4&!$.($&!>4&!'%=$:1D1'1:J!
!!!!->!'(&"=/0<-(#$mD1L1:^^-'$=/(30<-(#$m:!
!!!!!!!!<-(#$m)<-(#$!
!!!!$.7!
!!!!<-(#$)<-(#$m!
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->!'(&"=/0+`D1.1:!
!!!!!!!!<)'(&V.,=0-./,(01H5%(!-'!(5$!'%=/#-.6!&%($!0-.!'$"4.7':81D1'1::!
$.7!
C#()-./,(0U1H5%(!74!34,!A%.(!(4!/#4(8!*P!<-=$!74=%-.D!VP!``<1WD!1'1:J!
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#>>()dKL!
`-#$)1S$=>1!
!!
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!!
!!!!>4&!n)VP**!
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!!!!$.7!
!!
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O#%?$#0U1CCK1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!50_:)',?/#4(0ZDVD_:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#Dd::J!!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CC[1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!50K:)',?/#4(0ZDVDK:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#D*L::J!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CCb1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!50[:)',?/#4(0ZDVD[:J!/#4(0N%(%0*P#D*:DN%(%0*P#D**::J!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CC*L1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!'$(05D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:!
!!!!U%O*D5*W)',/#%?$#01(-=$0':1:J!
!!!!U%OVD5VW)',/#%?$#01N-'/#%"$=$.(!0=-#':1D!131:J!
!!!!U%O_D5ZW)',/#%?$#0!U1<-=$!N4=%-.!1!<-(#$WD1(1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZD1`4.(+-@$1DV_:J!
!!!!'$(05*D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!'$(05VD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!!
!!!!!
;!!!!!'%E$%'0>-6,&$0n\*:DU<-(#$D!1!<-=$!N4=%-.!CC1D.,=V'(&0n\*:D!1!%.7!
CC1D.,=V'(&0n:D!`-#$W:!
!!
!!$.7!
!!->!'(&V.,=0C#(:))V!
!!!!>4&!=)VP**!!;N4!>>(!
!!!!!!!!O)N%(%0PD=:J!
!!!!U3D>D!%.6W)>>(i7%(%0OD<:J!!;C$&>4&=!``<!
!!!!>>(0PD*:)>J!
!!!!>>(0PD=:)3J!
!!!!$.7!
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O#%?$#0U1CC[1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!50K:)',?/#4(0ZDVDK:J!/#4(0>>(0*P#>>(D*:D>>(0*P#>>(D*L::J!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CCb1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!50[:)',?/#4(0ZDVD[:J!/#4(0>>(0*P#>>(D*:D>>(0*P#>>(D**::J!!!!!!!!!
O#%?$#0U1CC*L1WD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
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!!!!U%OVD5VW)',/#%?$#012=/#-(,7$!0=-#'!/$%G!(4!/$%G:1D131:J!
!!!!U%O_D5ZW)',/#%?$#0!U1``<!+5%>('!1!<-(#$DWD1(1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZD1`4.(+-@$1DV_:J!
!!!!'$(05VD1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!'$(05*D1`4.(+-@$1DVL:J!
!!!!'$(05D1`4.(+-@$1D*[:!
!!!!!
;!!!!!'%E$%'0>-6,&$0n\*:DU<-(#$D!1!``<!CC1D.,=V'(&0n\*:D!1!%.7!
CC1D.,=V'(&0n:D!`-#$W:!
!!!!!
!!$.7!
!!!!!
>4&!n)*PVPK!
!!!!#-=*)6$(050n:D13#-=1:J!
!!!!#-=V)6$(050nl*:D13#-=1:J!
!!!!=%O3)=%O0#-=*D#-=V:J!
!!!!#-.G%O$'0U50n:!50nl*:WD131:J!
!!!!'$(050n:D!13#-=1D!=%O3:J!
$.7!
!!
Impellers Waterfall Program 
"#"!
"#$%&!f!O!e!o!n!>>(!7$&-E!+3."!7$#(%!%!R!#>>(!X!X.7$O!ff!ee!oo!
'$(0LD17$>%,#(%O$'>4.('-@$1D*[:J!
'$(0LD17$>%,#(($O(>4.('-@$1D*j:J!
"#4'$!%##!
7$#(%)VKLL!
'(%&()*!;+(%&(-.6!/4-.(!
7-'")'(%&(l7$#(%\*!!;27n,'(!(4!7-'"4.-.,-(3!-.!7%(%!
$.7%)KLLLL97$#(%!
#>>()ZLL!
<-(#$)U1Y%=/!N4A.!R%O-=,=!2=/#-(,7$!1D!.,=V'(&07$#(%aSLLLV:D!1!+$"!
X."&$=$.('1W!;+$(!(-(#$!4>!g&%/5!
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`-#$)1S>-61J!
!!
C#()-./,(01H5%(!74!34,!A%.(!(4!/#4(8D!*P!Y$6,#%&!H%($&>%##D!VP!R%O-=,=!
2=/#-(,7$1D1'1:J!
!!
>4&!n)VP**!;+$(!"4#,=.'!(4!?$!/#4(($7!
7$#(%)VKLL!
'(%&()*!;+(%&(-.6!/4-.(!
7-'")'(%&(l7$#(%\*!!;27n,'(!(4!7-'"4.-.,-(3!-.!7%(%!
$.7%)KLLLL97$#(%!
!!!!>4&!%)*P$.7%!
#)7-'"\'(%&(J!;p,=?$&!4>!/4-.('!(4!?$!/#4(($7!
<)SLLLVJ!;+%=/#-.6!C$&-47!
"#$%&!>>(!O!
O0PDP:)N%(%0'(%&(P7-'"DP:J!;R%G$!',&$!N%(%!E%&-%?#$!-'!"4&&$"(!
!!
!!!!!
!!!!->!n])V!qq!nr)**!
!!!!U3D>D!%.6W)>>(i7%(%0O0PDn:D<:J!!;C$&>4&=!``<!
!!!!>>(0PD*:)>0VP#$.6(50>::J!
!!!!>>(0VP#$.6(50>:Dn:)30VP#$.6(50>::J!
!!!!Ueee!XW)=%O0>>(0*P#$.6(50>>(:Dn::J!
!!!!X.7$O)>>(0XD*:J!
!!!!f0%D*P#>>(:)>>(0*P#>>(D*:J!e0%D*P#>>(:)X.7$OJ!
o0%D*P#>>(:)>>(0*P#>>(Dn:J!
!!!!ffsnt)UfWJ!eesnt)UeWJ!oosnt)UoWJ!
!!!!$.7!
!!!!'(%&()'(%&(l7$#(%J!
!!!!7-'")7-'"l7$#(%J!
$.7!
!!!!!
$.7!!!
!!
!!!!A0*:)>-6,&$0*:J!
>4&!n)VP**!
!!!!->!n))_^^n))K^^n))j^^n))b!
!!!!!!!->!!n))_!
!!!!!!!!!!!%O0n:)',?/#4(0VDVD*:J!
!!!!!!!$#'$->!n))K!
!!!!!!!!!!!%O0n:)',?/#4(0VDVDV:J!
!!!!!!!$#'$->!n))j!
!!!!!!!!!!!%O0n:)',?/#4(0VDVDZ:J!
!!!!!!!$#'$->!n))b!
!!!!!!!!!!!%O0n:)',?/#4(0VDVD_:J!
!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!$.7!
!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!A*)A%($&>%##0ffsntDeesntDoosnt:J!!!!!!
!!!!O#%?$#0U1`&$m,$."3!+/$"(&,=!0MCR:!CC1D.,=V'(&0n\*:WD1`4.(+-@$1D*_:J!
!!!!3#%?$#01+/$$7!0YCR:1D1`4.(+-@$1D*_:J!
!!!!'$(0A*D1$76$"4#4&1D1G1:J!
!!!!
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!!
!!!!!
!!!!3#-=0%O0n:DUL!_LLLW:J!O#-=0%O0n:D!UL!*LLLLW:J!
!!!!!@#-=0%O0n:DUL!jW:J!!
!!!
!!!!->!'(&"=/0C#(D1*1:!
!!!!E-$A0%O0n:D\ZLDZL:J!
!$#'$->!'(&"=/0C#(D1V1:!
!!!!!E-$A0%O0n:DbLDL:J!
!!!!!$.7!!
!$.7!
!!!!$.7!
!!
!!
!!!!!!
!!!!!!
!!!!U%OVD5VW)',/#%?$#012=/#-(,7$!0=-#'!/$%G!(4!/$%G:1D131:J!
!!!!!!!!U%O_D5ZW)',/#%?$#0!1H%($&>%##!C#4(!X=/$##$&'1:J!
!!!!'$(05ZD1`4.(+-@$1DV_:J!
!!
!
Shaft Waterfall Program 
"#"!
"#$%&!f!O!e!o!n!>>(!7$&-E!+3."!7$#(%!%!R!#>>(!X!X.7$O!ff!ee!oo!
'$(0LD17$>%,#(%O$'>4.('-@$1D*[:J!
'$(0LD17$>%,#(($O(>4.('-@$1D*j:J!
"#4'$!%##!
7$#(%)VKLL!
'(%&()*!;+(%&(-.6!/4-.(!
7-'")'(%&(l7$#(%\*!!;27n,'(!(4!7-'"4.-.,-(3!-.!7%(%!
$.7%)KLLLL97$#(%!
#>>()ZLL!
<-(#$)U1Y%=/!N4A.!R%O-=,=!2=/#-(,7$!1D!.,=V'(&07$#(%aSLLLV:D!1!+$"!
X."&$=$.('1W!;+$(!(-(#$!4>!g&%/5!
`-#$)1S>-61J!
!!
C#()-./,(01H5%(!74!34,!A%.(!(4!/#4(8D!*P!Y$6,#%&!H%($&>%##D!VP!R%O-=,=!
2=/#-(,7$1D1'1:J!
!!
>4&!n)VP**!;+$(!"4#,=.'!(4!?$!/#4(($7!
7$#(%)VKLL!
'(%&()*!;+(%&(-.6!/4-.(!
7-'")'(%&(l7$#(%\*!!;27n,'(!(4!7-'"4.-.,-(3!-.!7%(%!
$.7%)KLLLL97$#(%!
!!!!>4&!%)*P$.7%!
#)7-'"\'(%&(J!;p,=?$&!4>!/4-.('!(4!?$!/#4(($7!
<)SLLLVJ!;+%=/#-.6!C$&-47!
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!!
!!!!!
!!!!->!n])V!qq!nr)**!
!!!!U3D>D!%.6W)>>(i7%(%0O0PDn:D<:J!!;C$&>4&=!``<!
!!!!>>(0PD*:)>0VP#$.6(50>::J!
!!!!>>(0VP#$.6(50>:Dn:)30VP#$.6(50>::J!
!!!!Ueee!XW)=%O0>>(0*P#$.6(50>>(:Dn::J!
!!!!X.7$O)>>(0XD*:J!
!!!!f0%D*P#>>(:)>>(0*P#>>(D*:J!e0%D*P#>>(:)X.7$OJ!
o0%D*P#>>(:)>>(0*P#>>(Dn:J!
!!!!ffsnt)UfWJ!eesnt)UeWJ!oosnt)UoWJ!
!!!!$.7!
!!!!'(%&()'(%&(l7$#(%J!
!!!!7-'")7-'"l7$#(%J!
$.7!
!!!!!
$.7!!!
!!
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!!!!!!!!!!!%O0n:)',?/#4(0ZDVDV:J!
!!!!!!!$#'$->!n))[!
!!!!!!!!!!!%O0n:)',?/#4(0ZDVDZ:J!
!!!!!!!$#'$->!n))d!
!!!!!!!!!!!%O0n:)',?/#4(0ZDVD_:J!
!!!!!!!$#'$->!n))*L!
!!!!!!!!!!!%O0n:)',?/#4(0ZDVDK:J!
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!!!!'$(0A*D1$76$"4#4&1D1G1:J!
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!!
!!!!!
!!!!3#-=0%O0n:DUL!_LLLW:J!O#-=0%O0n:D!UL!*LLLLW:J!
;!!!!!3#-=0%O0nl*:DUL!_LLLW:J!O#-=0%O0nl*:D!UL!*LLLLW:!
!!!!->!n))_!
!!!!@#-=0%O0n:DUL!jW:J!!
;!!!!!@#-=0%O0nl*:DUL!jW:J!J!
!!!!$#'$!
!!!!@#-=0%O0n:DUL!_W:J!!
;!!!!!@#-=0%O0nl*:DUL!_W:J!!!
!!!!$.7!
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APPENDIX G  
RECOMMENDATIONS 
This section is dedicated to the exposure of ideas that could help make the project easier 
to run, more accurate or more efficient.   
In order to get more accurate results on the pump performance curves, the strain gages 
need to be fixed.  The transmitter and battery packs of the strain gages need to be 
secured to the coupling in a manner that they stay balanced. 
The low water level switch is currently connected to VFD2 and VFD3 via a relay that 
switches the auxiliary (slurry and feed) pumps off.  If there is a loss of water in the loop 
and the level triggers the switch both auxiliary pumps will be shut off and an audible 
alarm will sound inside the test cell, however there are currently no signal telling the 
computer that the low level switch was triggered, therefore it is possible that, if the 
situation is unnoticed by the operator, the ESP could continue running dry; since the ESP 
is lubricated by water, if ran dry for long enough, the pump will be destroyed.  It is 
therefore recommended that the low water level signal be connected to the computer and 
that either an analog output be added from the computer to VFD1 or an E-Stop signal be 
connected from the level switch or the computer to VFD1. 
It is also recommended that an electrical power input from the VFD1 be connected to the 
DAQ.  This, to avoid having to take the power readings by hand, the input is already 
existing and connected to the computer controlling the MVP test rig.  The current setup 
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on the MVP test rig uses an Ethernet connection, several options for receiving this signal 
include: 
? Splitting the current Ethernet line for both computers 
? Finding an analog output out of the VFD1. 
? Connect via network to the MVP test rig computer. 
? Set up a program in Labview on the MVP test rig computer that outputs the 
power value (if the channel is available) and connect the output to one of the free 
inputs on the ESP test rig. 
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APPENDIX H  
TEST PROCEDURES 
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1 PURPOSE 
1.1 To perform sand erosion testing on an Electric Submersible Pump (ESP) by 
circulating a light sand slurry (<.1% by volume) through it.  The aforementioned 
pump will be cantilevered from a custom made platform inside the laboratory to 
maintain the pump vertically.  
1.2 To assess and determine the amount of damage sustained by the pump using 
various methods which include: 
• Pump performance and vibration analysis and comparisons to 
baseline operations. 
• Visual inspection of the pump and its components including, 
impellers, diffusers, housing, shaft, bearings and seals. 
1.3 To suggest and evaluate design enhancements and recommend best practices for 
pump handling and ideal operation to maximize pump life. 
2 HSE REQUIREMENTS 
2.1 All equipment operation/maintenance and pump assembly, disassembly, and 
cleaning activities in this document must be carried out by properly trained 
personnel; using appropriate personal protective equipment, tools and procedures. 
2.2 When the pump is running, access to the erosion center shall be restricted.  
Barriers and signage shall be placed around the entrances to the erosion center to 
keep all unauthorized personnel away. 
2.3 Flange guards must be placed around all flanges with expected pressures > 100 
psig. 
2.4 Only personnel trained and certified for forklift operations shall operate forklift. 
2.5 All OSHA rules and regulations shall be followed strictly. 
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3 TEST PARAMETERS/METHODOLOGY 
3.1 The test program will consist of daily 8-12 hour runs.  
3.2 Periodic performance tests will be made to develop pump curves to compare to 
baseline and determine degradation. For directions on performance tests follow 
procedures on section 7. 
3.3 The total test time per pump will be determined by pump performance 
degradation and/or pump destruction (this is expected to be anywhere from 300 to 
more than 500 hours). 
3.4 After noticeable degradation in pump performance (parameters used to determine 
degradation and its threshold values to be determined prior to testing) the pump 
will be disassembled and inspected by authorized and trained personnel using 
procedures detailed in section 8. 
3.5 Fixed pump parameters such as flow rate and/or head will be determined prior to 
the start of the testing and will not be changed for the duration of the testing unless 
otherwise ordered by authorized Shell personnel. 
3.5.1 The flow rate or head of the pump will be controlled automatically using 
Labview software to control the setting of the pinch valve. 
3.6 Sand concentration will be determined prior to the start of the testing and will not 
be changed for the duration of the testing unless otherwise ordered by authorized 
Shell personnel.  
3.6.1 The sand concentration will be controlled automatically using Labview 
software.  The software will determine the speed of the sand auger using a real-time 
control feedback loop. 
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4 TEST CONFIGURATION 
4.1 Checkups: 
4.1.1 Calculation for number of valves (V11-V30) open on separator: 
1. To determine the number of valves that should be open for the separators 
the following formula should be followed, where N is the number of valves open, 
rounded to the larger integer:  
 
65
QN =  1  
   
4.1.2 Complete System Startup Checklist (Page 170), check all valves, switches 
and breakers are in their required position, checkmark all boxes and sign the 
document. 
4.1.3 Check tank water level:  
• if Low: fill with water  
• if High: open drain valve V8 until the High Water Level sensor in 
Labview turns off.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Labview Alarms* 
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5 PROCEDURES 
5.1 Prior to start-up. 
5.1.1 Load hopper with sand: 
1. Pick up the bag frame using the forklift. 
2. Place the frame on top of the bag and hook the four loops on each top 
corner of the bag to the hooks on the frame. 
3. Drive the forklift to a position in front of the hopper, keeping the bag as 
close to the floor as possible. 
 
Ensure that no person is inside the yellow box around the forklift, hopper and sand 
bag before elevating the bag.  
 
 
4. Once in position elevate the bag and slowly drop on top of the hopper 
where the static blade will rip the bag and allow the flow of sand.   
5. Slightly elevate the bag to ensure proper flow of sand. 
5.1.2 Load empty bags on frames 
1. If there is a full bag on the frame, unhook the four loops from the corners 
of the frame and remove the full bag by picking it up with the forklift, from the 
bottom pallet.  Place the full bag on its designated space.   
2. Place an empty pallet on the bottom of the frame. 
3. Unfold and place the empty bag on the frame, hooking the four loops on 
the top corners 
4. Move the frame in position to receive the wet sand from the separators. 
5. Repeat with the spare cart, if necessary. 
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5.1.3 Visual Inspection 
1. Ensure System Startup Checklist is complete (Section 4.1.2). 
2. Visually inspect all piping, hoses, flanges, valves, instrumentation and 
tank for damage.  Watch for wet spots on the item or on the floor and/or dirty 
spots that could indicate a leak or any other sign of abnormal activity.  
3. Inspect all cables and electronics to ensure they are properly connected. 
5.2 Start-up 
5.2.1 Confirm the seal flush pump is on and that it is pressurized. 
5.2.2 Ensure there is nobody in the lab room where the pump is located.   
5.2.3 Move all slide indicators to zero and make sure the buttons are on Manual 
Figure 5.1).  
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Labview System Controls 
 
5.2.4 Click Start on the Labview Program (white arrow top left). 
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5.2.5 Set the desired flow rate for the slurry pump and set the switch to auto. 
5.2.6 Wait for the flow rate to increase to its desired value. 
5.2.7 Set inlet pressure: 
1. To set the inlet pressure type the quantity desired (psi), in the Labview 
program in the box titled Inlet Pressure, shown in Figure 5.1. 
2. Click on the Feed Pump Auto switch to turn on the feed pump. 
3. The sudden increase in pressure will decrease the flow rate on the slurry 
pump until the PID can react. 
5.2.8 Wait for the slurry pump flow rate and inlet pressure to settle to their 
desired values. 
5.2.9 Turn on the ESP by hitting RUN on the Yaskawa VFD control, shown in 
Figure 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.2 Yaskawa VFD Control 
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5.2.10 Set flow rate: 
1. To set the flow rate, close the pinch valve until the desired value is 
reached. 
 
5.2.11 Set sand concentration 
1. To start the sand auger, turn on SW4. 
2. To set the sand concentration, type the quantity required, in g/lit, in the 
Labview program in the box titled Sand Concentration, in the control shown in 
Figure 5.1. 
3. Click on the Sand Auger Auto switch. 
5.2.12 Monitor the Labview controls and replace full and empty sand bags as 
necessary (see Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2). 
5.3 Testing 
5.3.1 When required, save data by typing in the file name and clicking on the 
Save button in the Labview program. 
5.3.2 Always pay close attention to the instruments in Labview and the test cell. 
1. If any unusual sign is found, but not imminent danger to life or property, 
save data, shut down using regular shut down procedure 6.1.1 and report. 
2. If something unusual occurs that could risk injury or property, hit the E-
stop button immediately and complete shut down by following emergency 
shutdown procedure 6.1.2.   
MAKE SURE THERE IS NO IMMINENT DANGER BEFORE STEPPING INTO 
THE LAB. 
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5.3.3  In case of alarms: 
• If the high water alarm is activated, save data (if necessary) and shut 
down using regular shut down procedure 6.1.1.  Make sure it is safe to 
enter the lab before entering to investigate the cause. 
• If the medium water alarm is activated and there is no sign of water 
loss start the refill process on the tank, this process can be done while 
the system is running as long as an authorized person stays on the 
computer. 
• If the low water alarm is activated and the system is not automatically 
shut down, hit the E-stop button and follow emergency shutdown 
procedures 6.1.2. 
• If the medium sand alarm is activated, notify the person in charge of 
refilling the hopper.  To refill the hopper, procedure 5.1.1 should be 
followed. 
• If the low sand alarm is activated and the system is not automatically 
shut down, hit the E-stop and follow emergency shutdown procedures 
6.1.2. 
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6 SHUT DOWN  
Shutdown and Emergency Shutdown procedures should be well known and 
understood by any and all operators before running the system. 
6.1.1 Regular shut down 
1. Save data, if necessary. 
2. Set the Sand Concentration to zero on the slider (Figure 5.1), switch the 
Sand Auger to manual. 
3. Wait one minute for the sand to clean out of the pump. 
4. Hit the STOP button on the Yaskawa VFD control (Figure 5.2). 
5. Set the inlet pressure to zero on the slider (Figure 5.1) and switch the Feed 
Pump to manual to shut it off. 
6. Set the slurry pump flow rate to zero on the slider (Figure 5.1) and switch 
the Slurry Pump to manual to shut it off. 
7. Stop and Exit the Labview program. 
8. Ensure that the pump has stopped spinning and turn the seal flush pump 
off and close the valve. 
9. Follow Shutdown Checklist to ensure all appropriate valves, switches and 
breakers are off. 
10. Perform a visual inspection of the areas. 
11. Install the hopper cover. 
 
 
6.1.2 Emergency shut down 
1. Hit SW3 and SW4 (E-stop buttons labeled WATER and SAND) shown in 
Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Auxiliary Pump and Sand Auger E-Stops 
 
 
2. Hit the E-Stop button located on the wall or the stop button on the 
Yaskawa VFD drive. 
3. Make sure there is no imminent danger. 
4. Turn all sliders to the zero position on the Labview program (Figure 5.1) 
and put all controls on the manual position. 
5. Click the stop button on Labview and report. 
7 PERFORMANCE TESTING 
7.1.1  Set the sand concentration to zero. 
7.1.2 If not running already, start the system normally, per Section 5.2, 
maintaining the sand concentration at zero. 
7.1.3 While keeping the Pinch Valve control on manual, set the pinch valve 
(V3) value to 100 (fully open) and save. 
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7.1.4 Increase the pinch valve (V3) slider value until the desired decrease is 
seen in the flow rate and save. 
7.1.5 Repeat step 7.1.4 until the pump stalls. 
7.1.6 Re-open the pinch valve quickly after the pump stalls. 
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8 ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION OF PUMP 
Refer to Bill of Materials in Page 169. 
8.1 Check the inventory of the parts as per BOM. 
8.2 Install O-RINGS [16] to DIFFUSERS [24]. 
8.3 Attach the shaft extension tool to FLANGE [32]. 
8.4 Install INTAKE S/A [31]. 
8.5 Install O-RING [30 & 14] on the INTAKE S/A [31]. 
8.6 Straighten the SHAFT [7]. 
8.7 Install SLEEVE [5] and RETAINER RING [4] on the SHAFT [7]. 
8.8 If the retainer ring edges protrude, file. 
8.9 Install the SHAFT [7] to INTAKE & FLANGE assembly. 
8.10 Fasten the lock screw on the SHAFT [7] for the proper shaft extension. 
8.11 Install first IMPELLER [21]. 
8.12 Install TAPERLOCK BUSHING [25] and KEY [26]. 
8.13 Fasten TAPERLOCK BUSHING [25] to the SHAFT [7] using CAPSCREW [28] 
and LOCK WASHER [29] (remove to get started if necessary, remember to put 
back). 
8.14 Install KEY [6] and SPACER SLEEVE [27 & 5]. 
8.15 Install DIFFUSER [24] (hold back the diffuser to install the next impeller). 
8.16 Install SPACER SLEEVE [23 & 22]. 
8.17 Repeat step 8.10 to 8.15 for the second stage. 
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8.18 Repeated step 8.10 and 8.11 for the third stage. 
8.19 Install UPTHRUST PLATE [19]. 
8.20 Fasten TAPERLOCK BUSHING [25] to the SHAFT [7] using CAPSCREW [28] 
and LOCKWASHER [29]. 
8.21 Install SPACER SLEEVE [18 & 5]. 
8.22 Install RETAINER RING [4]. 
8.23 Install third DIFFUSER [24]. 
8.24 Make sure proximity probes in all the diffusers are aligned. 
8.25 Install HOUSING [20]. 
8.26 Install O-RING [14] on HEAD ADAPTER [13]. 
8.27 Install HEAD ADAPTER [13]. 
8.28 Install FLANGE [12] against HEAD ADAPTER [13]. 
8.29 Install RODs [17] and screw them to the FLANGE [3]. 
8.30 Tighter NUTs [10] on the FLANGE [12]. 
8.31 Install O-RING [11] to HEAD S/A [3]. 
8.32 Install SLEEVE [5] and RETAINER RING [4] on the SHAFT [7]. 
8.33 Install HEAD S/A [3] on HEAD ADAPTER [13]. 
8.34 Tighten CAPSCREW [8] and LOCKWASHER [9]. 
8.35 Install MECHANICAL SEAL [2]. 
8.36 Screw DISCHARGE WELDMENT [33]. 
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INSTRUMENT LIST 
Item No. Description Manufacturer Service
A1 Accelerometer Inlet X PCB 0-10 V
A2 Accelerometer Inlet Y PCB 0-10 V
A3 Accelerometer Inlet Z PCB 0-10 V
A4 Accelerometer Outlet X PCB 0-10 V
A5 Accelerometer Outlet Y PCB 0-10 V
A6 Accelerometer Outlet Z PCB 0-10 V
PP1 Proximity Probe Shaft 1 X Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP2 Proximity Probe Shaft 1 Y Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP3 Proximity Probe Impeller 1 X Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP4 Proximity Probe Impeller 1 Y Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP5 Proximity Probe Shaft 2 X Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP6 Proximity Probe Shaft 2 Y Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP7 Proximity Probe Impeller 2 X Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP8 Proximity Probe Impeller 2 Y Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP9 Proximity Probe Shaft 3 X Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP10 Proximity Probe Shaft 3 Y Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP11 Proximity Probe Coupling X Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP12 Proximity Probe Coupling Y Bently Nevada 0-10 V
PP13 Proximity Probe Coupling Z Bently Nevada 0-10 V
OFM Orifice Flow Meter Lambda Square 0-10 V
CFM Coriolis Density Meter Emerson 4-20 mA
LS1 Tank Level Sensor L NO/NC
LS2 Tank Level Sensor M NO/NC
LS3 Tank Level Sensor H NO/NC
LS4 Sand Level Sensor M IFM NO/NC
LS5 Sand Level Sensor L IFM NO/NC
PT1 Pressure Transducer Inlet ESP Omega 4-20 mA
PT2 Pressure Transducer Outlet ESP Omega 4-20 mA
PT3 Pressure Transducer Outlet Choke Omega 4-20 mA
PT4 Pressure Transducer Omega 4-20 mA
PT5 Pressure Transducer Omega 4-20 mA
PT6 Pressure Transducer Omega 4-20 mA
PT10  Differential Pressure OFM (FM1) Rosemount 4-20 mA
SG1 Axial Strain Gauge Binsfield 0-10 V
SG2 Radial Strain Gauge Binsfield 0-10 V
TT1 ESP Inlet Temperature Omega
VFD1 ESP VFD Yaskawa 4-20 mA
VFD2 Main Pump VFD Toshiba 4-20 mA
VFD3 Slurry Pump VFD Toshiba 4-20 mA
VFD4 Sand Handling VFD Altivar 4-20 mA
Instrument List
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EQUIPMENT LIST 
 
 
Item 
No. Item Manufacturer Description
ESP1 Electrical Submersible Pump Centrilift 3 Stage Centrifugal Pump under testing
F1 Cooling Filter
HX1 Heat Exchanger
P1 Feed Pump Triflo Auxiliary Centrifugal Pump
P2 Slurry Pump Triflo Auxiliary Centrifugal Pump
P3 Cooling Pump
SC1 Sand Screw Conveyor Flexicon Sand auger with hopper
SS1 Sand Separator Triflo  20 hydrocyclos with screen shaker
St1 Strainer
T1 Tank Triflo 5,000 gallon, weir wall-divided tank
BR1 ESP Motor Main Circuit Breaker 480 V
BR3 Auxiliary Pumps Breaker 480 V
BR4 Sand Auger Breaker 240V
SW1 Auxiliary Pumps VFDs Switch Start/Stop Door Latch Switch
SW2 ESP E-Stop Switch E-Stop Switch
SW3 Auxiliary Pumps E-Stop Switch E-Stop Switch
SW4 Sand Auger E-Stop Switch E-Stop Switch
SW5 Heat Exchanger Switch On/Off Switch
SW6 Shaker Switch On/Off Switch
SW7 Seal Flush Pump Switch On/Off Switch
SW8 ESP Motor Switch Selector 480 V
Equipment List
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VALVE LIST 
 
Item No. Description Line Size Valve Class
V1 Feed Pump Valve 5" Butterfly Valve
V2 Slurry Pump Valve 2" Butterfly Valve
V3 Pinch Valve 4" Control Pinch Valve 
V4 Tank Feed Pump Valve-Water Supply 6" Butterfly Valve
V5 Tank Slurry Pump-Water Supply 4" Butterfly Valve
V6 Tank Cooling Valve--Water Supply 4" Butterfly Valve
V7 Tank Equalization Valve 4" Butterfly Valve
V8 Tank Drain Valve-Clean Side 5" Butterfly Valve
V9 Tank Drain Valve-Dirty Side 5" Butterfly Valve
V10 Vent Valve- Outlet Feed Pump 1/2" Ball Valve
V11-V30 20 tank separator valves Ball Valve
V31 Vent Valve- Outlet Slurry Pump 1/2" Ball Valve
V32 Drain Valve- Inlet Feed Pump 1/2" Ball Valve
V33 Drain Valve- Inlet Slurry Pump 1/2" Ball Valve
V34 Drain Valve Inlet ESP 1/2" Ball Valve
V35 Pinch Valve Air Supply !"#$ Ball Valve
V36 Seal Flush Pump Inlet Valve 1/2" Ball Valve
V37 Seal Flush Control Valve 1/2" Needle Valve
V38 Seal Flush Water Supply Valve 1/2" Ball Valve
V39 Separator Inlet Drain Valve 1/2" Ball Valve
Valve List
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Bill of Materials ESP 
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System Startup Checklist and Logbook 
Date:                                Owner:       
Time:       Assistant:       
Total Run Time:   hrs.  Total Sand Run:          lbs.            
Flow Rate:    GPM  Concentration:         g/lit 
Valve Checklist 
 Item Item No. Required Position ✓ 
Tank Area 
 Tank Drain Valve-Dirty Side V9 Closed  
 Tank Slurry Pump-Water Supply V5 Open  
 Tank Equalization Valve V7 Closed (OFF)  
 Tank Drain Valve-Clean Side V8 Closed  
 Tank Cooling Valve--Water Supply V6 Open  ! "#$%&%'(&!)*+#'!,&%-*!.%+/#! .01! 2+(3#4! !
 Tank Feed Pump Valve-Water Supply V4 Open  
 Slurry Pump Valve V2 Open  
 Drain Valve- Inlet Slurry Pump V33 Closed  
 Vent Valve- Outlet Slurry Pump V31 Closed  ! 20 tank separator valves! V11-V30! As calculated on section 4.1.1:               .! !
Test Cell Area 
 Seal Flush Water Supply Valve V38 Open  ! 5-*67!.%+/#!8-&!"9$$+:! .0;! <$#*! !
 Pinch Valve V3 Open  
 Drain Valve- Inlet Feed Pump V32 Closed  
 Feed Pump Valve V1 Open  
 Vent Valve- Outlet Feed Pump V10 Closed  ! "#%+!=+937!59>$!)*+#'!.%+/#! .0?! <$#*! !
 Drain Valve Inlet ESP V34 Closed  
 Seal Flush Control Valve1 V37 TBD  
 
 
Electrical Checklist 
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 Item Item No. Required Position ✓ 
 Sand Auger E-Stop Switch1 SW4 OFF (Out)  
 Shaker Switch SW6 ON  
 Auxiliary Pumps Breaker(Slurry) BR3 ON  ! Heat Exchanger Fan Breaker! BR5! ON! !! Heat Exchanger Fan Switch! SW9! ON(OUT)! !! "#$%!&'()$*+#,!-./0!1,#$2#, 134 ON !! Heat Exchanger Pump Switch! SW5! ON(Top)! !! Sand Auger Breaker1! BR4! ON !
 Auxiliary Pumps VFD Switch SW1 ON  
 Seal Flush Pump Switch2,3 SW7 ON1,2  
 ESP Motor Switch Selector4 SW8 ESP3  
 ESP Motor Main Circuit Breaker BR13 ON3  
 Auxiliary Pumps E-Stop Switch SW3 ON (Out)  
 Auxiliary Pumps Auto/Manual Switches  Auto  
     
     
     
 
1Sand Auger E-Stop Switch (SW4) must be OFF before turning Sand Auger Breaker (BR4) ON. 
2Ensure valves V36, V37 and V38 are in their correct positions before switching SW7 ON. 
3Check for pressure immediately after switching SW7 ON. 
4SW8 must be in ESP position before switching BR1 ON. 
 
Miscellaneous Checklist 
 
 Item Item No. Required Position ✓ 
 Coupling Guards  ON  
 Hopper  DRY  
 Pallet and Bag on Sand Cart    
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System Shutdown Checklist and Logbook 
Date:                                Owner:       
Time:       Assistant:       
Total Run Time:   hrs.  Total Sand Run:          lbs. 
Valve Checklist 
 Item Item No. Required Position ✓ ! "#$%!&%'()!*'+,!-.%#/!0$%1#! 023! 4%5(#6! !
 
Electrical Checklist 
 
 Item Item No. Required Position ✓ ! Seal Flush Pump Switch1,2! SW7! OFF1!  ! Heat Exchanger Pump Switch SW5 OFF(Bottom) !! 7#$/!89:)$.;#<!*'+,!=<#$>#<! =?3! OFF! !! Heat Exchanger Fan Switch! SW9! OFF(IN)! !! Heat Exchanger Fan Breaker! BR5! OFF! !
 Sand Auger Breaker BR4 OFF  
 Auxiliary Pumps VFD Switch SW1 OFF  
 ESP Motor Main Circuit Breaker BR13 OFF3  
 ESP Motor Switch Selector3 SW8 Center3  
     
     
     
 
1Ensure the shaft has stopped turning before turning the pump off. 
2BR1 must be turned off before SW8. 
 
Miscellaneous Checklist 
 
 Item Item No. Required Position ✓ 
 Visual Inspection     
 Hopper Cover    
     
 
 
 
